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A Hermitian operator A with gaps (a,, /I,) (1 <j< m < 00) is studied. The self- 
adjoint extensions which put exactly k, < co eigenvalues into each gap (a,, /J,), in 
particular (for kj = 0, 1 C j f m) the extensions preserving the gaps, are described in 
terms of boundary conditions. The generalized resolvents of the extensions with the 
indicated properties are described also. A solvability criterion and description of all 
the solutions of the Hamburger moment problem with supports in rW\IJ,“_ t (a,, /I,) 
are obtained in terms of the Nevanlinna matrix. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let A be a closed Hermitian 
operator acting in H with the domain 9(A), dense in H and with defect 
numbers n+(A) = n-(A) < 00. A concept of a space of boundary values 
(SBV) {Z, rI, r,} of the operator A* (see [6,25, 111) provides a con- 
venient formalization for the description of various properties of extensions 
A” 3 A, Here JP is an auxiliary Hilbert space (dim 2 = n f (A)), rI and r2 
are linear mappings from $@(A*) to X such that 
(A*f, 8) - UT A*g) = v,f, r2 g).c - (r,f, r1 g)x VJ gEqA*). 
An extension 2 of Hermitian operator A is called proper if A c A” c A* 
and (A”*)* =A”. Two proper extensions A”, and 2, are disjoint if 
9(?,) nC@(A$ = 9(A) and transversals if they are disjoint and 
9(A,) i 9(/l*) = L&4*). 
Since a proper extension 2 is a restriction of A”* to @A), then for the 
fixed SBV there exists a bijective correspondence between the collection of 
proper extension A’ and the set of closed relation 13 in X0: 
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If the indeterminate part 0(O) = {fe 2”; (0, ,f) E 0) of the relation 8 is 
absent, then equivalence (0.1) takes the form 
fEq&)OfEqA*), r,.f = Bfk (0.2) 
i.e., 9(JB) = ker(r, - BT,). 
Beginning with the work of M. I. Vishik [S] and M. S. Birman [S], 
various properties of the extensions d,, for example, selfadjointness, 
positivity (see [ 111 for more details), were described in terms of a 
“boundary” operator B. Even the simplest problems, such as, a problem of 
description of the positive extensions A”B of operator A with lower bound 
equal to zero and a problem of the spectrum of the extension A”B (see [ 161) 
and others, require the additional analytical apparatus: the Weyl function 
of a Hermitian operator A, which is defined by equality 
T,fz = M(z) r,f:, f2 E ‘3, = ker(A * - z). (0.3) 
In particular, in terms of the Weyl function and the boundary conditions 
(0.1) in this paper are described by the set of selfadjoint extensions 
A” = A”* ZJ A preserving the gaps (aj, B,), 1 <j< m < co, or putting a finite 
number of the discrete levels into each gap. Such a description uses the 
values M(aj), M(Bj) (1 < j d m) of the Weyl function M(z) at the endpoints 
of the gaps. 
Let us explain this by avoiding the precise formulations for the case of 
a nonnegative operator A 3 0, i.e., an operator with one gap (CX, 8) = 
(-Co, 0). If (2, r,, r2> is an SBV for which A”2 30, (9(A”,) = ker r,), 
then A”B is a proper extension (0.2) and then, as it is shown in Section 3, 
dimE,-,(-oo,O)=kodimE,(-co,O)=kEZ+, (0.4) 
where C= (M(0) - M( - co)))i - (M(0) - B)-’ and the operators M(O), 
M( - co) are defined in Proposition 5. Making a choice of the SBV, we can 
always satisfy one of the relations 
M(O) = 0, M(-co)= -coz,, (0.5) 
and sometimes simultaneously satisfy both of them. In this last case 
C= B-l and equivalence (0.4) takes the form 
dimEA,(-Oo,O)=kodimE,(-co,O)=kE~+. (0.6) 
Conditions (0.5) and consequently the equivalence (0.6) are, obviously, 
satisfied if an operator A is positive definite (i.e., (Af; f) > E /lfl/ 2, E > 0) 
and 2, = JF is the Friedrichs extension; 2, = AK is the Krein extension 
(see [31]). For this case the relation (0.6) was obtained earlier by 
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M. S. Birman [S] (see also [45]). Note that proofs of all the assertions of 
our paper use the Weyl function, even in cases when this function is not 
contained in the final answers. 
Let us briefly explain the content of this paper. In Section 1 the connec- 
tion between the Weyl function and classical objects of the theory of exten- 
sions is found: the &function of M. G. Krein, Z!(z), and the characteristic 
function, C(z), of the Hermitian operator A. Each one is a unitary 
invariant of operator A. Though the functions Z?(z) and C(z) were intro- 
duced for operators with defect numbers n f (A ) = 1 by M. G. Krein [29] 
and M. S. Livshits [43] as far back as 1944, the connection between 
them was established for the first time in [63]. Here this connection is 
established by SBCV. 
In Section 2 we obtain an important (in our view) addition for the 
formula of M. G. Krein for the resolvents 
R, = (A* - z)-’ - y(z)(M(z) - B(z))-’ y*(z), (0.7) 
clearing the role of the parameter B(Z). It is known (see [53,6]) that each 
generalized resolvent R, = P(A” -z))’ rH (here: 2 = A”* is a selfadjoint 
extension of A, acting in RZ H; P is the orthogonal projection of fi 
onto H) is a solution of the following “boundary” problem: 
(A* -z)f= h, 
r,“f= B,(z) r,f, -B,(z)= -BT(Z)E (&. 
(0.8 1 
In Proposition 2 it is shown that B(z) from (0.7) identically coincides 
with B,(z) from (0.8): B(z) = B,(z). This equation establishes a connection 
between the method of M. G. Krein in the theory of extensions on the one 
hand and the Birman-Vishik method on the other hand. 
Thanks to this, some results of the theory of M. S. Birman and M. I. 
Visit follow quite easily from (0.7). For example, Birman’s criterion 
(Ati 200 6’20), if A is positive definite and a2 = 2, [S]), follows from 
(0.7) and from the extremal property of Friedrichs extension [31]. 
From Eq. (0.7) the following is also derived: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that {SF, r,, r,} is an SBV, B,, B, E C(Z), and 
z E ~(2~~) n ~(a~,). Then VC E A n ABA 
(~,,-Z)-‘-(A”,,-Z)-‘E~,(H)~(B,-~)-’-(B~-~)-~E~~(~), 
where G,(H) are the Neumann-Shatten ideals (see [14]). 
In Section 3 the extensions of nonnegative operator A 2 0 are studied. In 
Proposition 4 the characterization is given for the Weyl functions M(z) for 
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Friedrichs extension 2, and Krein extension lK (i.e., functions M(z), 
corresponding to SBV (2, r,, r,}, for which A”, = 2, or A”, = AK). It is 
shown that A”2 = 1, (a2 = JK) if and only if 
lim (M(x)f, f) = -cc 
xl -cc 
(lim (M(x)f, f) = +a). (0.9 1 .I T 0 
In Proposition 5 the opposite situation, when A”2 and aF (resp. dz 
and JK) are disjoint and transversals is described. 
F~OFQSITION 5. Suppose that {X,rl,Tz} is an SBVfor which PI,20 
and M(z) is the corresponding Weyl function. Then 
(a) the extensions A”, and AK are disjoint if and only if the following 
strong resolvent limit exists: 
s-“-Iii M(x) = M(0); 
(b) operator M(0) = M(O)* is semibounded from below and is 
associated with the closed quadratic form t,: tF[f] =lim,t, (M(x)f, f), 
where 
a~,)= ir‘:ymf,f) <co} =Lq(M(0)-M(-&)p2); (0.10) 
(c) the extensions 2, and Ak are transversals if and only if 
M(O) E cm 
The relation (0.10) follows from Proposition 6, in which the answer to 
the question from [62] is contained. 
In Section 3 a problem of equivalence of the following conditions: 
(a) operator B = B* E C(Z) is semibounded below; 
(b) operator 2, of the form (0.2) is semibounded below, 
is considered. 
Implication (b) G- (a) in case of a positive definite operator A always 
holds and was proved in [5]. The inverse assertion was established in [ 131 
with the complementary condition: the operator A”;’ is compact 
(A”;’ E Ga). In Theorem 3 it is shown that conditions (a) and (b) are 
equivalent if and only if the relation (0.9) for the Weyl function of the 
Friedrichs extensions is fulfilled uniformly Vf E s+?\ {0), i.e., 
lim II(M(x)-M(x,))-‘11 =O. 
xl -co (0.11) 
If A”;‘&,, then (0.11) is fulfilled. On the other hand, there exist the 
examples in which condition (0.11) is fulfilled, although A”; ’ E G,, . 
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In Section 4 the operator A has a spectral gap (a, /I). Here we study its 
extensions A” = A”* of the class ,!,:(a, /I) which have in the gap (a, fl) exactly 
rc eigenvalues (because of the multiplicity). Here the following properties of 
the extremal (by M. G. Krein [31]) extensions 2, and d, in the class 
L,(a, fl) = LO,(a, fi) are established: 
(A”,-x)-l&Lx)-l~(A~-x)-l Vx E (a, 8). 
This property coincides for the gap (a, /I)= (-co, 0) with the well- 
known result of M. G. Krein. In Proposition 12 the extensions A”, and A”B 
are described in terms of boundary values: 
9(A”,) = ker(r, -M(a) r,), 9(6,) = ker(r, -M(P) r,), 
The main result of Section 3 is Theorem 4 which we define only for the 
gap (--00~0). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that {X, ZI, Z,} is an SBV for which A”2 > 0 and 
the extensions A”*, 2, are disjoint. M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function, 
B = B* E C(X), 9(tB) c 9(tMc,,)), and the form t, - tMcOj is closable. Then: 
(1) If the form t,- t,,,, has n negative squares, then 
dim Ed,( - 00, 0) < n. Zf, besides, A2 = A,, then 
dimEa,(--co,O)=n. (0.12) 
(2) IfA", = A”r and (0.12) holds, then dim E,,,( - co, 0) = n, where 
T(0) = s-R-$ (B - M(x)). 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that A”, and AK are transversals (i.e., 
M(0) E [%I). rf dim E,-,,,& - 00, 0) = n then dim Ed,( - co, 0) <n. If, 
besides, a2 = AF, then dimE&-cc,O)=n. 
This corollary strengthens the results of M. G. Krein [31], M. S. Birman 
[S], and V. A. Mikhailets [45], which have been obtained for a positive 
definite operator A (see (0.6)). 
In Section 5 we introduce the new classes of functions Sg, generalizing 
the well-known Krein-Stieltjes classes (S),, (S);’ (see [30, 32, 351). Here 
the characteristic of the operator-valued functions F(z) E SF is given in 
terms of their poles. 
In Sections 6 and 7 the generalized resolvents of the Hermitian operator 
with gap (a, fl) are studied. Denote by P(a, b) the collection of generalized 
resolvent R, = P(A” -z)-’ rH such that dim Ed(a, fl) = K and by Qf(a, fi) 
the collection of !i?-resolvents ( ee [39]) P,R,re, such that R,E SZYa, B), 
I! is the scale subspace in H. 
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THEOREM 12. Suppose that II = {X, I-, , Tr } is an SBV for which 
22 = d,, M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function, and M(P)E [&‘I, 
W(z) = (o,(z)): ,=, is a I72-resolvent matrix of A. Then the formulas (0.8) 
and 
establish a bijective correspondence between Rz E CY(cl, /3) and Pti R, rr E 
Qi(a, /I), respectively, on the one hand, and T(Z) = M(p) - B(z) E S;y(~(t(, /?), 
on the other hand. 
The main results of the theory of resolvent matrix have been stated in 
[39,40] (see also [l, 531). In Section 7 we obtain the formula for the ZZf!- 
resolvent matrix, 
W,,(z) = ( 
-r&?*(z) T,P’*(z) * 
-r12?*(z) TIP*(z) > ’ 
where P(z) is a skew projection onto L! in the decomposition H = Wz i f?, 
Z!(z) = Pe(A - z)-‘(I- 9(z)): H + 2)’ and P, is the orthogonal projection 
onto 2 (see [39]). 
Here in Theorem 13 we complete the well-known result of M. G. Krein 
and S. N. Saakian [40] by finding a closed linear operator T with a 
nondense domain for which the characteristic function W,(z) (by 
A. V. Straus [SS]) coincides with W,,(z). 
In Section 8 we obtain the description of the canonical and generalized 
resolvents F&E 0, Qq(ol,, 13,) of an operator A with gaps (olj, 13,), 
1 < j< m < co. This is the main result of the paper. Its proof uses the main 
results of all previous sections. Note, that for ‘cj=O. (1 <j<m) 
Theorem 15 contains a solution of a problem posed by M. G. Krein 
beginning in 1945. 
THEOREM 15. Suppose that A is a Hermitian Operator with finite defect 
numbers n,(A) and gaps (ai,/?,), 1GjjrnGmco; LT={X,r,,r,} is an 
SBV for which 2, and as are disjoint, M(z) is the corresponding Weyl 
function. Then nj !2Q(orj, /?,) # /zl if and only if there exists a z(z) E i?, such 
that 
C”(Bj)-M(aj)lp’- E”(bj)+ T(Z)]-’ ES>(Uj, PI). (0.14) 
In this case the formulas (0.7) and (0.13) establishes a bijective corre- 
spondence between R, E flj sZ“~(a~, a,) and P, R, E ni O~(orj, fi,), respectively, 
on the one hand, and ~(2) satisfies the conditions (0.14), on the other hand. 
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Note that for m > 1 it is possible that the set nj Q”(ocj, /?,) has no canoni- 
cal resolvents and at the same time that it is not empty. 
In Section 9 the results obtained before are used for the study of spectral 
properties of boundary value problems for some differential operators. 
Recently the apparatus of the theory of extensions have found interesting 
applications to the problems of mathematical physics in the works of 
B. S. Pavlov and his colleagues (see [49]). 
Application of Theorems 15 and 16 to the moment problem (see 
Section lo), 
m 
Sk = s Uk da(u), (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..) (0.15) -‘x 
enables us to describe those r(z) E RX which correspond via the 
Nevanlinna formula 
-(A(z)(z)- C(z))(B(z) z z)-D(z))-1= j”, z (0.16) 
- 
(see [2, 351) to the solutions a(u) of the class V(E,; KC). Here 
E, = rW\lJJ.‘!!, (OLD, /Ii), K= (rci, IQ, . . . . K,)EZ~+, and g(u) belongs to the 
class V(E,; rc) if and only if it has exactly rcj points of increase into each 
gap (OLj9 Bj). 
Introduce the necessary notations by setting VIE Z +\{O}, 
1 B(z) D(z) 
Bj’z)‘z-B, B(bj) D(bj) ’ 
1 
Dj(Z) = - B(z) 
z-aj B(al) 
j<m, 
D(z) 
D(aj) 
and, further, forj=(j,,j,,...,j,)=(j’,j,)EZ’,, maj,>j,> ... >jrbl, 
1 
B,(z)=- 
B,(z) D,(z) 
z- Bjr Bj,(bj,) Djs(Bj,) ’ 
1 
Dj(z) = - Bj,(z) D,,(Z) 
z - aj, Bj(aj,) Dj.(aj,) ’ 
THEOREM 19. Suppose that the moment problem (0.15) is indefinite on 
each set R\(aj, pi), (1 Q j< m) and D(pj) # 0, Vj< m. Then the moment 
problem on E, is solvable and is also indefinite if and only if B,(a,,) > 0, 
Vj=(j,,...,j,)E~:,m~j,>j,> ... >j,31;26rdm.Znthiscaseallthe 
solutions of the class V(E,,,; K) are described by the formula (0.16) in which 
rj(z) = [B(aj) T(z) - D(aj)][B(Bj) z(z) - D(flj)]-’ E S(aj, j3,) (1 <j< m). 
Further, all the solutions of the class V(E, ; K) are described by the same 
formtda (0.16) in which zj(z) E Sq(aj, /?,), 1 <j< m. 
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1. SPACES OF BOUNDARY VALUES AND WEYL FUNCTION: 
CONNECTION WITH Q-FUNCTION OF M. G. KREIN 
1. Let A be a close Hermitian operator (A c A*), n+(A) = 
n(A)< co, g(A)=H. The linear set g(A*) provided with the scalar 
product (f, g), = (f, g) + (A*f, A*g) is a Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION 1 ( [6,25, see also [ 11,451). A collection { 2, r,, r, } in 
which Z is a Hilbert space, ri, r2 E [$@(A*), Z], is called an SBV for A*, 
if 
(1) (A%g)-(f,A*g)=(rlf,r*g)-(r*f,rlg)~,v~gE~(A*); 
(2) the mapping r: f + {r,f,r,f) from g(A*) to YP@X is 
surjective. 
As it was shown in [6,25] an SBV exists for any Hermitian operator 
with n+(A) = n-(A) (see (1.13)). Naturally associated with each SBV are 
operators Ai = JF with 
9(Ji) = ker ri (i= 1, 2). (1.1) 
Since t/z E ~(a*) %+(A*) has the decomposition 
qA*)=9(d,) i an,, (1.2) 
then the operator r, rsn, E [Y&, 21 is fully invertible; i.e., r, 1% is injective 
and surjective. Let y(z) be an operator-valued function Vz E piA”,) by the 
equality 
~(4 = (r, rst,)-l Ec*, w. (1.3) 
LEMMA 1. Vz, i E p(A”,) the following holds: 
y(z)= (&~)c&-z)-l Y(Z), (1.4) 
y*(z) = r,(A”, -z)-1. (1.5) 
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Proof: Let fi E ‘9,. It is easy to see that 
f,=(2,-~)(A”,-z)~‘f,=fc+(z-~)(&z)r’f&JL. (1.6) 
Taking into account that r2 f, = r2 fi = h and the relations (1.3), (1.6), 
we have 
Y(z)~=Y(z)GfZ=fZ=(JL-i)(&z)rlf, 
=(&i)(A”2-z)-1Y(i)~2f~ 
=(&-[)(A”,-z)-‘y(()h. 
To prove the relation (1.5) we put in Definition 1, ge ‘zRz, 
f=(A,-z)-‘h, he%. Then we have 
Thus, owing to the identity y(Z) r, g = g, it follows that (h, y(Z) r, g) = 
(r,(A,-z)-G,r,g), i.e., y*(z)= r,@,-~)-~. i 
2. 
DEFINITION 2 [17]. The operator-valued function M(z) defined for 
z E AA”,) by 
wz)r2fZ=rlfZp f, E ‘8, = ker(A* -z) (1.7) 
is called a Weyl function of the operator A, corresponding to SBV 
1-e rl, r,>. 
In [17] it was shown that M(z) is well defined, takes values in [%?I, 
and belongs to the class R,, i.e., Im z .Im M(z) 2 0. It can be easily 
obtained, owing to (1.3) and (1.7) from the equality: 
~(4 = rl Y(z), z E Pm. (1.8) 
It follows from Definition 1 that M*(z) = M(F). Moreover, M(z) is a 
&function (see [3, 30, 341) of A, belonging to the extension A”, = A”: in the 
sense of the following. 
DEFINITION 3. The operator-valued function 9(z) with the values in 
[X] is called a &function of the Hermitian operator A belonging to the 
extension a2 = 2: if Vz, 5 E p(A), it holds that 
-m) - s*(i) = (Z-C) Y*(i) Y(Z), (1.9) 
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where the operator-valued function y(z) is defined by the relation (1.4) in 
which for some i~p(A”,), y(i)6 [X, ‘$1, and Y’ ‘(C)E [‘%,, X]. 
For the first time, the notation of a d-function was introduced in 1944 
by M. G. Krein [29] for the case n,(A) = 1 and then was broadened 
in [30] fopr operators with finite indices n+(A) = n _(A) < co and by 
S. Saakian [SO] for the case n + (A) = n (A) = co. A %function for a 
Hermitian opeator acting in space I7, was introduced by M. G. Krein 
and H. Langer [34]. 
THEOREM 1. A Weyl function M(z) corresponding to an SBV 
{X, rl, T,} is a %function of A belonging to the selfadjoint extension A”,. 
Conversely for each L&function 2?(z) of A, belonging to the se,fadjoint exten- 
sion 2 there exists an SBV (2, r, , r, } for which 9(A”) = ker r, and a 
corresponding Weyl function coincides with 2(z). 
Proof: Owing the identity y(z) - v(c) = (z - [)(J2 - 1) ’ y(z) relations 
T,y(z)h = T,y([)h = h, h E &“, and Lemma 1, we have 
~(4 - ~63 = (z- 0 r,G, - tY Y(Z) = (Z - 0 ~*a Y(Z). 
To verify (1.9) it remains to observe that M*(i) = M(r). 
Now let M(z) be any %-function of A belonging to the selfadjoint exten- 
sion 2 z : = A” and satisfying (1.9). Making use the decomposition (1.2), 
define the boundary operators 
r,(h +fa = ~*b)@2 - 3f2 + ~(4 Pwf,, (1.10) 
r2tf2 +fi) = 04 (1.11 
and verify the conditions of the Definition 1. Indeed for f = f2 + f2 
g=g2+gz;f2, g2EWA2);fi, g=E‘%, we have 
u-m-2d,-u-2f,~ld, 
=(Y*(z,ca,-,,f,+M(z)y-‘(z)fi, r-‘(zkJ.# 
- (Y - ‘(z)fi, Y*(z)@~ - 3 g, + M(z) Y-‘(Z) gz).zp 
=((a*-z)f,,g,)-(f,,(A,-z)gZ) 
+ ((Wz)-M*(z)) Y- ‘(z)L, +y-‘(z)g,) 
=((d*-t)f*,gr)-(f;,(d2-z)g2)+(Z--Z)(f,,g,) 
= (A *L g) - (f, A *g). 
Evidently, the mapping I? f -+ (r, f, I’, f) is surjective. I 
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The properties for a Z&function which were obtained in [62] make it 
possible to formulate the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. Two simple Hermitian operators A’ and A” are isometri- 
cally equivalent if and only if, for a certain choice of SBVs {I?‘, Z;, Z;} 
and {X”, Z;l, Zl} for the operators (A’)* and (A”)*, respectively, the 
corresponding Weyl functions coincide. The extensions A”: and A”,!’ (i = 1,2) 
in this case are also unitarily equivalent: 
(9(A”;) = ker r;, 9(A”;) = ker r,!‘, i= 1, 2). 
COROLLARY 2. A function M(z) which is holomorphic on @+ and takes 
the values in [%I is a Weyl function for some simple Hermitian operator A 
tf and only if: 
(1) M(Z)ER,i 
(2) w-lim YTm v-‘Miy)=O; 
(3) lim,T, ~WM(iy)f,f)=9 vfe%\{O}; 
(4) [ImM(z)]PIEIZ], VzfF. 
3. The characteristic function of a Hermitian operator A with 
n+(A) = n ~ (A) = n < co was introduced by M. S. Livshits [43] and for the 
general case n < co by A. V. Straus [54]. We recall this definition: Let 
A”, c A* be an extension of A such that 
9(A”,) = 9(A) i ‘IX=. 
As it was shown in [54], 2, is a maximal dissipative operator for z E @ + 
and ~C,(Z)E [‘91i, %,I such that IIC,(z)ll < 1 and 
9(A”,) = 9(A) + i(C,(z) -I) ‘Jli. 
Generalizing this definition, A. Kochubei [27] introduced for any SBV 
(2, rl, r,} the characteristic function by the relation 
c(z)(r,+ir2)f,=(rl-ir2)fi, fzEY12,, ZEC,. (1.12) 
Let the “canonical” SBV { N ;, T,(i), Z,(i) ) be defined by 
Z,(i) = iP,- iUP-,, Z,(i) = Pi+ UP-,, (1.13) 
where Pi, Ppi are projections onto ‘!Ri and sPi in the decomposition 
9(A*)=$%(A) i szi i Ri and UE [aPi, ‘%,I is an isometrical operator. 
The characteristic function corresponding to this SBV is connected with 
C,(z) by the relation C(z) = UC,(z). A comparison of (1.12) and (1.7) gives 
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us the following connection between the Weyl function M,(z) corre- 
sponding to the SBV { !lI;, T,(i), T,(i)} and the characteristic function 
C,(z) of A.V. Straus, 
M,(z) = i(Z+ UC,(z))(Z- UC,(z))-‘. 
Next we shall use the following assertion which is proved in [17]. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (2, rI, r2} and {X’, r;, r;} are two SBVs 
for which ker Tz = ker r;. Then 
r;=x-‘r,, x*(r, + Kr,) = r;, (1.14) 
where K= K* E [&?I, XE [A?‘, X], X-’ E [&‘, #‘I 
COROLLARY 3. In the assumptions of Lemma 2 suppose that M(z) and 
M’(z) are the Weyl functions corresponding to {X, r,, r,} and 
{X”‘, r;, r;}. Then 
M’(z) = X*M(z)X+ K, (1.15) 
where K, = X*KX= K: E [#‘I. 
2. SPECTRUM OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
AND THE RESOLVENT COMPARABILITY: 
CONNECTION WITH M.G. KREIN'S FORMULA FOR A RES~LVENT 
In 1943 M. G. Krein 1291 and M. A. Naimark [46] described (inde- 
pendently and in a different form) all the generalized resolvents of 
Hermitian operator A with defect numbers n f (A) = 1. Later these 
results were generalized for Hermitian operators with any defect number 
[29, 34, 50, 541. Here we give a simple proof of M. G. Krein’s formula and 
some supplements indicated in the Introduction. Thus a connection is 
established between the method of M. G. Krein’s [31] in the theory of 
extensions and the Birman-Vishik method [S, S] (and also [59]) and the 
theory of SBV which is important in the sequel. 
Let, as above, (2, rr, TZ} be any SBV. Here the “boundary value” 
problems of the form 
(A*-z)f =h, ZEGCC, hEH; (2-l) 
r,f =B(z)rd B(z) E 6(X’), Vz E G, (2.2) 
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are considered, with a spectral parameter in the boundary condition. Here 
a function B(z) is holomorphic on G c @ and takes values in E(X); i.e., 
Vz, E G there exists a neighbourhood U(z,) c G of the point z,, such that 
31; E p(B(z)) Vz E U(z,) and the operator-valued function (B(z) - [)-’ is 
holomorphic on iY(z,). If B(z) does not depend upon z, i.e., B(z) -B, then 
the study of the problem (2.1 t(2.2) is equivalent o the study of the proper 
extension AB, 9(A,)= ker(r, - Br,). As is known (see [54,7]), each 
solution of the problem (2.1k(2.2) for -B(z)E R, determines the 
generalized resolvent R, of the operator A, i.e., R, = P(A” -z)-’ rH, where 
2 = A”* is an extension of A acting in i!?~ H, P is the orthogonal projection 
of fi onto H, GIG, UC-. 
The inverse assertion holds if we replace condition (2.2) by 
cr1.L rd-> 6 e(z) (2.3) 
in which the collection of clr -0(z) E R,. 
Suppose that clr 0(z) is defined and holomorphic on the deleted 
neighbourhood U’(z,) = U(z,)\ {zO} of the point z,, E G. We shall need the 
definition of the spectrum of function e(z) with values in the set of clr when 
e(z) is not defined on the point z0 (see [l&41]). 
DEFINITION 4. We say that OE~(~(Z,,)), if for some neighbourhood 
U(z,) of the point z,,, OE p(B(z,)), VZE U(z,)\ {zO} and the operator- 
valued function F’(z) admits a holomorphic continuation to the point zO. 
Otherwise, we write 0 E a(e(z,)). 
DEFINITION 5. We say that z0 is a regular point of the problem 
(2.1)(2.3), i.e., z~EP(~*, e(z)) if OEP(~,(,)-Z~). 
PROPOSITION 1 [17, 183. Let {X,rl,Tz} be an SBV BE&(%) and 
z l ~(2,). Then 
z E a,(&) o 0 E a,(M(z) -B) (i=p, c, r) (2.4) 
and dim ker(A”, - z) = dim ker(M(z) - B). 
The authors of [ 11,271 proved this assertion in terms of the charac- 
teristic function C(z) for dissipative extensions 2. 
Remark 1. Proposition 1 also holds if we replace the operator B by a 
clr 0. Moreover, if a function 0(z) with values in &(#) is defined and 
holomorphic on some neighbourhood of z~EP(A”*), then 
z. E a*, e(z)) Q e E ~mf(z~) - e(z,)). 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that { 2, I-, , Tz 1 is an SBV, M(z) is a corre- 
sponding Weyl function, {A*, O(z)} ‘. IS u “boundary value” problem of the 
form (2.1)-(2.3) Vz E p(A*, O(z)), then the ,following holds: 
(AOtZ,-z). ’ = (A,-,-) ’ - y(z)(M(z) - e(z))-’ y*(z). (2.5) 
ProojI Let, as usual, a2 = A,* be an extension of A such that 
2?(a2) = ker r,. Since Vge H, 
(A,,;,-z)-.‘g-(a,-z)-~‘g=f;~~=, (2.6) 
then putting f = (&) - z)- ’ g and taking into account Lemma 1, we have 
(z-,&L r’f >= (r*fz, G(&z)Fg+Gfz> 
= u,f,, y*(z)g+M(z)r,f=). 
On the other hand, by (2.3), it follows that 
u,f,, Y*(Z) g) E e(z) - M(Z). 
According to Remark 1 we have 0 E p(8(z) - M(z)) and hence 
r,f,= (d(z)-M(z))-’ big, vz E P(A *, e(z)), 
fz = r(z)(Q) -M(z))-’ Y*F) g. 
(2.7) 
Therefore, from (2.6) and (2.7) we get 
(A,,,,-z)~‘g=(&z)~‘g-y(z)(M(z)-O(z))-’ y*(Z)g. 
The proof is completed. 1 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that {&‘, r’, r,} is an SBV, t3,, e2 Ed, and 
z E P&,) n P(&,). Then Vi E Pm) n mh 
(a,,-z)~1-(a,,-z)~iE~'p(H)O(e1-i)-I-(e2-i)-fE~ip(~). 
Proof. According to Proposition 2 it follows that 
(A”,,-z)-‘-(a,,-,)-%6,(H) 
o (e, - ~(~))-l- (e, - ziqz))- E 6,(2q. 
Since OEP(~~-M(Z)), (i= 1,2), we have Vl~p(tlJ, 
rz+(i-M(z))(e,-i)-l]~l=Z+(M(z)-r)(e,-M(z))-’, (2.8) 
[z+(e,-i)-' ([-M(z))]-'=1+(8,-M(z))-' (M(z)-[). (2.9) 
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Therefore, the operators Z+ (c- M(z))(Bi- c)-’ and Z+ (ei-- i))’ 
(c-M(z)) are invertible in [X] and we get, V~~p(tl,)np(f&), 
(e,-M(z))-‘-(e,-M(z))-l 
=(e,-i)-1 [z+(i-M(z))(~,-i)-11-l 
-~z+(e,-r)-l(i-~(~))i-l(e,-i)-l 
=[z+(e,-r)-l(r-~(~))i~l 
x [(e,-~)~l-(el-~)-l][z+(i-~(Z)(e2-i)-1]-1. 
This implies that Vi E p(8,) n p(t),), 
(e, - kqz))-l - (e, - M(Z))-1 E q(z) 
o(el-i)-l-(e,-r)-lE~;p(~). 1 
COROLLARY 4. If under the conditions of Theorem 2 Bi= BiE [Xl, 
(i= 1, 2), then 
(A”B,-~)-l-(A”BI-~)-l~Gp(H)~B1-BZ~Gp(~). 
The proof follows from the identity 
(B,-c)-‘-(B,-5))‘=(B,-<)-’ (B2-B1)(Bz-c)-l. 
Remark 3. The results of Theorem 2 have been obtained for dissipative 
extensions in [7, 121 (see also [ 11 I). Corollary 4 in special cases was 
obtained earlier in [9, lo]. 
3. EXTENSIONS OF A NONNEGATIVE OPERATOR AND WEYL FUNCTION 
1. Let A be a nonnegative operator, i.e., (Af, f)> 0, Vf EC2(A). It 
is well known [31], that there exist two extremal extensions called below 
the Friedrichs extension AF and the Krein extension Ak, which are selected 
in the class of nonnegative extensions of the operator by the extremal 
property 
(A,+x)-‘<(2+x)-‘q&+x)-’ (Vx > 0). (3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that { 2, rI, r, > is an SBV for which A, 2 0, 
M(z) is the Weyl function corresponding to it, {A*, e(z)} is a boundary 
value problem of the form (2.1) (2.3) corresponding to the generalized 
resolvent [w, = P(A -z))’ In with nonnegative operator A” 2 0. Then e(z) 
SBOi9S/l-2 
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is holomorphically continued onto half-line ( - a, 0), i.e., ( - co, 0) c 
p(A *, Q(z)) and the following holds: 
(2 B(Y)-x)- ’ - (A* - .u) ’ = y(x)[t)(x) - M(x)] I y*(x). (3.2) 
The proof of this proposition is a simple application of the formula (2.5). 
Indeed Rz, (AZ-z)-‘, y(z) = (A, -z,)(A”, - z))’ y(zO), and y*(P) are holo- 
morphic on C\R+ because a,>0 and A”aO. Since y-l(z)~ [‘91n,, &?‘I and 
(y*(Z) rw,J1 E [X, gi], then from (2.5) it follows that (e(z)-M(z))-’ is 
holomorphic on C\R+ and hence (see [62]) 0(z) is holomorphic on 
a=\R+. 
Remark 4. Let us remember (see [ 171) that for each pair of transversal 
extensions 2, and a2 there exists an SBV (2, r,, Tz} for which 
ker Ti = 9(ai), (i = 1, 2). In particular, such SBV may be constructed for 
the pair 2, > 0 and A”, where 9(A”,) = 9(A) + ‘%,, a > 0. In this case we 
put (see [17]) 
X,=%-., rq=P(-a)(A,+a)P,, r; = P,, (3.3) 
where P( -a) is an orthoprojection from H onto !X, and P,, P, are the 
projections from a(A*)=g(A”,) i %, onto .9(A”,) and !J..,, 
respectively. We obtain a positive (see [26]) SBV { %a, r;l, r;}. A Weyl 
function M(z) corresponding to it has the form 
M(z)=(z+a)P(-a)[Z+(z+a)(A”,-z)-‘1. (3.4) 
Since M(-a)=O, Y(-a)=Z,,ma, we get from (3.2) for x = -a and 
O(z) = B, 
(A”+a)-‘-(A,+a)-‘=B-‘. (3.5) 
Note, that M. I. Vishik [S] and M. S. Birman [S] defined the boundary 
operator by the equality (3.5). 
2. Let {X, r,, r2} be an SBV for which A”2 > 0. Then a corre- 
sponding Weyl function M(z) is holomorphic on the half-line IF-. 
In the next assertion, the proof of which essentially uses the extremal 
properties of the Friedrichs aF and the Krein JK extensions established by 
M. G. Krein in [31], we specify the Weyl functions M(z) corresponding to 
the SBV {X, r,, r2} in which A”* = AF or A”, = AK. Note that an assertion 
similar to Proposition 4 has been obtained earlier in [38], where the &- 
and 9K-functions (&functions of A corresponding to the extensions d, and 
JK) were defined in a way different from Definition 3. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let M(z) be the Weyl function corresponding to the 
SBV (2, rl, r,l f or which A”, > 0. Then A”* = 2, (A2 = AK) if and only $ 
lim (M(x) f, f) = -co 
xl -cc “JE (M(x) f, f) = 
Proof We establish the necessity of this assertion 
SBV of the form (3.3) {%, rf; rc>, for which 
ker rp = G@(A” -,). Then 
+ 00). (3.6) 
for “canonical” 
ker rc= g(JF), 
= 
s m (t+;)(;+a) d(E;Ff, f), (3.7) 0 
where Ef is a spectral function of the extension aF. 
Since SF td(E;Ff, f) = co, Vf E‘K,, it follows that 
lim (MF(x)J; f) = - 00. (3.8) xl-cc 
The relation (1.15) implies that (3.6) holds for the initial SBV. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that the Weyl function M(z), corresponding to the 
SBV {Z, rr, r,>, satisfies condition (3.6). Consider parallel with 
(YE’, rr, r,}, the “canonical” SBV {x0, I-q, r;}, for which 
ker rq = g(A” -,), ker r; = g(A2). (3.9) 
The Weyl function M,(z) corresponding to it, by Corollary 1 satisfies the 
first of the conditions (3.6). Again using Lemma 2 and Corollary 3 for SBV 
(‘Jz-,, r;, -r;l}, (2, rc, -rr}, we get the relations 
r; = x*(r;- m-r), r;l=x-lr;, (3.10) 
-(M,(z))-‘= -XM,‘(z) X* + K, (3.11) 
in which X is a homomorphism from I? onto K,, K= K*E [‘Jr-,]. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1 from [37] and relations (3.6), (3.8), we get 
s;Fylm M,‘(x) = s;yIJlm MFl(X) = 0 
and hence K= 0. The final assertion follows from (3.10) because 
9(A”,) = ker r; = ker rg= g(aF). (3.12) 
The proof of the second assertion of Proposition 4 is analogous. m 
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3. We recall (see [62]): 
DEFINITION 6. It is said that the sequence T,,ECS.(A?) strongly con- 
verges to TE &(A?) in the generalized sense or that T is a strong resolvent 
limit of the sequence T,, (T = s-R-lim, _ 3. T,,), if for any [E C there exists 
s-lim .,,V,A-‘=(T-Cl-‘. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that { 2, Z, , Z2} is an SBV for which A”* 2 0, 
M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function, a > 0. Then the following holds: 
(i) The extensions A”, and AK (A”* and JF) are disjoint if and only if 
there exists a strong resolvent limit 
M(0) : = s-R-$ M(x) E CC(X) (M( - 00) : = s-R;@~ M(x) E 6(X’)); 
(ii) In this case the operator M(O) = M*(O) (M( - co) = M*( - 00)) 
is associated with the closed quadratic form 
toCf I= ~pw~ f) (t-cJfl=x~~m(mf,f))? (3.13) 
where 
(iii) J2 and JK (a2 and A”r) are transversal tf and only if 
M(O) E cw (M(-W)E C+m); 
(iv) Zf A”2 and AK (a2 and aF) are disjoint, then 
9(JK) = ker(T, -M(O) T,) (9(aF) = ker(r, -M( - co) T,)). (3.14) 
Prove these assertions only for the pair a2 and AK because the proof for 
the pair A”2 and AF is similar. Parallel with SBV (2, rq, r;} of the form 
(3.3), consider an SBV {&, r$, rf} of the form 
X=%-., Zf=B(-a)(A”,+a)P,, r;=p2, (3.15) 
where P( -a) is the orthogonal projection from H onto ‘K, and P,, P, 
are the skew projections from g(A*)=C@(A”,) i !I-,, onto 9(A,) and 
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a-,, respectively. Since ker r;l = ker f f then, by Lemma 2, the operators 
r;, I’: (i= 1, 2) satisfy the relations 
r;=X*(Z-f+KT;K), Z-;l=X-'r: (3.16) 
in which X, X-’ E [!I-,], K= K* E [%,I. This implies that the equality 
ker K = (0) holds if and only if the extensions A”* and AK are disjoint; 
K- ’ E [I% -.] if and only if these extensions are transversals. Let M,(z) and 
MK(z) be the Weyl functions corresponding to the SBVs (2, r;l, r;}, 
{X, rf, rf}. Then according to (3.16) and Corollary 3, the following 
holds : 
M,'(z)=X*(M,'(z)+K)X. (3.17) 
This implies the equality 
Since MK(x) is monotonically increasing for x < 0 and Vh E X\ (0) 
lim,r,(M,(x) h, h) = + cc, then by Lemma 1.1 from [37] we get 
~-~~~M,(x)-~=X*KX=M,(O)-~. (3.18) 
Lemma 2 gives the following connection between SBVs {X”, I-, , r,}, 
{et, r;l, w: 
r,=Xj'(r;+KT;), r,=X,'r;, 
x, E cx, s -,I, x;‘e [K,, 21. 
(3.19) 
To prove the assertions (i) and (iii) it remains to note that by Corol- 
lary 3 the Weyl functions M(z) and M,(z) are connected by the equality 
M(z)=X:M,(z)X, +X:K,X,. (3.20) 
This implies that the strong resolvent limit M(0) := s-R-lim,r, M(x) 
exists and satisfies the equality 
M(O)=X~M,(O)X,+X:K,X,. (3.21) 
According to (3.16), we have 
g(AK) = ker r$ = ker(J’; - X*KXfq) 
=ker(ry- (X*KX)-'Z';). (3.22) 
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Since (X*KX))’ =M,(O), then (3.22) take the form Q(d,)= 
ker(rT-M,(O) Tz). From (3.19) and (3.21) we get the final relation 
I-, - M(O) r* = x:I-, + XTK, I-* - X~M,,(O) r* - x:k’, I-2 
= XT(Iy- M,(O) I- ;); 
hence g(AK) = ker(r, -M(O) r,) and statement (iv) is proved. 
The proof of the statement (ii) follows from Proposition 6. 
The first part of the next proposition has been proved in [62], the 
second part contains an answer to the question from [62, Chap. 81. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that {t,,};” is a non-decreasing sequence of 
densely defined closed Hermitian forms which are semibounded below by 
a number y1 and from above by the form t, having similar properties: 
y,<t,<t,< ... <to. 
Let T,, be a selfadjoint operator associated with the form t,. Then the 
following hold: 
(a) T, strongly converges in the generalized sense to the operator 
T= T*>y,, i.e. T=s-R-lim,+, T,,; 
(b) If t is a Hermitian form associating with T, then 
9(t)=9(t’):= 
1 
fenC@(t,), iim t,[f]<cc . 
n “-CC I 
Proof: The inclusion g(t) cg(t’) was established in [62]. Now we 
prove the inverse inclusion g(t) I g(t’). Assume that f E g(t’) but f $9(t). 
Suppose that Ey (E,) is a spectral function of the operator T, (T). Then, on 
the one hand, the set (~~(T,,-~)“2E~kf~~: k,nEZ+, dk=(l/k,k)}[<y, 
is bounded, since 
IlVn-i)"*E;,fll"~ llV-i)"2f II’<t’Cfl -i llf It*= C,. (3.23) 
On the other hand, the condition f 4 g(( T- [)‘/*) implies that 
lim k _ m II (T - i)“’ Edkf(l = 00 and therefore there exists k E Z + for which 
/I (T - 5)“* Edk f I( * > C, + 1. Since T, strongly converges in the generalized 
sense to T; then (see [62, Chap. 83) (E;f, f) converges to (E,f, f) in the 
points of the continuity of (Ej,f f) and, by the first Helly theorem, 
~~(T,-i)‘;*E;,fl12=J^di (Li)d(E;f,f)+ jAx (A-i)d(Eif,f) 
= ll(T- i)“’ E,,f II*, 
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Hence, 3n, : Vn > n,, 
II(T,-5)“*~“dlrfl12>CIr (3.24) 
which contradicts (3.23). The proposition is proved. 1 
Remark 5. If the operators AK and a2 are not disjoint then the 
operator-valued function R’( [) = s-lim, t 0 (M(x) - [) ~ ’ is a pseudo- 
resolvent and its zero-space X1 = ker R’(c) and range Y& = R’(c) Z do not 
depend on [ (see [62]). In this case we put 
M(O) = (R’(i) Laz)-’ + U, 
and the formula (3.14) takes the form 
9(A”J = ker(Pf i - M(0) r,), (3.25) 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto X2. 
Remark 6. Note that for positively definite operator A a construction of 
the extension AK is given in [31], where it has been shown that 9(A,) = 
9(A) i ill0 = 9(A) i ker A*. This fact follows from (3.14) and the 
definition of the Weyl function according to which 
~,f=~(O)~,f, VfESo; i.e., ‘S, c ker(r, - M(0) r,). 
Remark 7. Other approaches to the description of the extensions JF 
and aK have been offered in [57,60]. It has been shown there that 
where, 
ker(f I 
It is 
under 
AK = s-R-lim A”,, JF = s-R-lim A” ~ (3.26) 
XT0 x-m 
as usual, a,cA*, g(A”,) =9(A) i ‘Jz,. Note, that 9(A,) = 
-M(x) T2). 
easy to establish the equivalence of the relations (3.26) and (3.14) 
the conditions of Proposition 5. The implication (3.14) => (3.26) 
follows from formula (3.2) with 2, = A,, 2, = AK, (2, -a))’ - 
(~K-a)~L=y(a)[(M(x)-M(a))~l-(M(0)-M(a))-l] y*(a) and by 
Lemma 3, which is proved below. The inverse implication (3.26) =z- (3.14) 
follows from the same Lemma 3 and the relation (A”, - a)-’ - (JK - a) ~’ 
= r(a)[(M(x) - M(a)))’ - (B-M(a))-‘] y*(u), in which the operator 
BE CC(X) determines the extension AK, 9(JK) = ker(r, - BT,). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that T, = T,* E E.(X) is a sequence of the operators 
and there exists a strong resolvent limit T :=s-R-lim,,, T,,, K= 
K* E [%‘I. Then 
T+ K = s-R- lim (T, + K). (3.27) 
n+m 
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The proof follows from the identity 
[(T,+K-I) -l-(T+K-i)~l].[z+K(T,-i)~‘] 
=[I-(T+K-i)-‘K][(T,-i)~‘-(T-i)~‘] 
and inequality ljK(Z’,-[))‘/l < 1 for IIm cl > /IKKJ/. 
4. In [S] for the positive definite operator A and SBV of the form 
(3.15), the following implication was established: 
aB is semibounded below = B is semibounded below. 
The examples given below show that the inverse implication is not true. 
In the Theorem 3 a criterion of its validity is presented. 
Let us say that M(x) uniformly converges in -cc and write 
M(x)=:-coforxj-co,ifVN>0,3x,<O:M(x,)<-NZ,. 
The last condition is evidently equivalent to the following: 
lim li(M(x)-M(x,))-‘11 =O, x,-co. (3.28) 
xl-m 
Condition (3.28) is stronger than (3.8) which determines the Weyl 
function of Friedrichs extension AF and is equivalent to it if dim 2 < co. 
THEOREM 3. Let A > 0, {YE’, rl, r,} be an SBV for which A”, = JF, 
M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function. Then the following conditions: 
(a) operator B = B* E C;(2) is semibounded below; 
(b) the extension ~,ECC(X) is semibounded below; are equivalent if 
and only if M(x) I$ - co for x -+ - 00. 
Proof: The implication (b) =E- (a) was proved earlier in [ 51 and 
immediately follows from formula (0.8) and inequality (2,-x))’ > 
(A”* - x)-l, Vx < m(as), expressing the extremal property of the Friedrichs 
extension 2, = JF. 
Suppose that B > -cl, for some c > 0. If (3.28) holds, then Yx, < 0 for 
which M(x)< -cZH, Vx<x,. It follows that B-M(x) 20, Vxcx,. 
According to (0.7) we have a,zx,Z,. 
Conversely, let an implication (a)=(b) be true. Then putting 
B= -ni,, we get A”B>x,Zz for some x, < 0. Formula (0.7) and the 
extremal property of A”, imply that B-M(x) > 0, Vx < x,, i.e., 
M(x) < -nix. Since the last inequality is fulfilled for any n E Z, then 
(3.28) holds. 1 
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The following corollary of Theorem 3 earlier was established in [ 13,451) 
by other methods. 
COROLLARY 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 suppose that 
(Al,+Z)-‘EG,,. Then the equivalence (a) o (b) is true. 
ProoJ Taking into account the connection (1.15) between the Weyl 
functions of two SBVs, we prove this corollary for the “canonical” SBV of 
the form (3.3). In accordance with (3.4) we have 
(M-x)f,f)= -(a+x) JOa z d(E,f,f) 
= -(a+x) j: z d(E,f,,f,) 
-(a+x) jrn (S+a)(s+x)-‘4&g,, g,  f 
= (M(-x)f,,f,)+ (M-x) g,, g,), 
where ft=E,fEE,X, g,=(Z-E,)fE(Z-EE,)X. 
For any NE Z, we put t=2N-a>O. Then (M(-x) g,, g,)< 
-N~~g,~~2,Vx>max(a,t-2a).Since(A,+Z)~1~6,,thendimE,~<co, 
Vt > 0, and according to Proposition 4, 3x, > 0 such that Vq E E,X, 
(W-X)% cp)< -iv Ilq(12, vx>x,. 
This implies that (M(-x)f,f)~-N~~f,~~2-~~~gt/~2=-NIlf~~2Vx> 
max(x,, a, 2N- 3a); i.e., M(x) 2 -co if x + -00. It remains to use 
Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 2 = L,[O, 11, (9f)(x) = xf, and M(z) = 
(1 - i A) - ’ Zm + i AS. The operator-valued function M(z) takes its 
values in [X] and satisfies all the conditions of Corollary 2 and Proposi- 
tion 4. Consequently M(z) is a Weyl function corresponding to some SBV 
for which 2, is a Friedrichs extension of a nonnegative operator. It is easy 
to see that (3.28) is not fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 2. The operator-valued function M(z) = (mk(z) ajk)iqk = 1 with 
mk(z) = (1 - i A) ~’ + i ,,b/k takes its values in [Z2] and also is a Weyl 
function corresponding to some SBV for which 2, is a Friedrichs extension 
of a nonnegative operator while (3.28) is not fulfilled. 
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4. EXTENSIONS OF A HERMITIAN OPERATOR WITH A GAP 
Let A be a Hermitian operator having the spectral gap (a, /?), 
-co < 2 < p < co, i.e., 
(4.1) 
Inequality (4.1) is equivalent to the inequality 
II40 * - (a + B)M f) + 4 Ilfll’ 2 0, VfE 9(A). (4.2) 
If CI + -cc then the inequality (4.2) takes the form (Af f) >b Ilfll’ 
which means the semiboundedness of the operator A. Hence one may 
consider the semibounded operator as a limit case of an operator with the 
finite gap. 
Let LA(~, a) be the set of all the extensions d=A*(SS(A)= H), pre- 
serving the gap (~1, 0). It is known (see [31, 611) that L,(cr, fl)#@. 
There is (see [31]) a bijective correspondence between the set L, (ct, 8) 
and the set of all selfadjoint contractive extensions c of the Hermitian 
contraction C. 
where 9(C) = 9(C) # H. 
The set of operators c is the operator segment [31] 
c,,, 6 2; d z;,,, . (4.4) 
Let d,, 2, E L,(cr, b) be the extensions obtained from cmin, c’,,X by the 
formula (4.3), i.e., 
2 J-Q “-1 a+@ 
a 2 Cmin +2’ 
A,&- --, a+P 
2 GL3, + 2’ (4.5) 
They will be called extremal M. Krein’s extensions of the operator ,4. In 
[57] it was shown that 
A”, = s-R-lim A”, , 
Xl@ 
A, = s-R-lim A”, 
xTS 
where A”, = A”,* c A*, 9(A”,) = S?(A) i a2,, x E (CC, p). 
(4.6) 
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LEMMA 4. The linear-fractional transformation 
6,(T)=(T-yZ)(Z-yT)-’ (Iv1 < 1) (4.7) 
is an order-preserving automorphism of the operator segment [-I, Z]. 
Proof: The identity 
Z-6,(T*)6,(T)=(l-y’)(Z-yT*)-‘(I-T*T)(Z-yT)-’ 
implies IlS,(T)jl < 1 for IITIJ d 1. In view of 6-,(-T) = -6,(T) it is 
sufficient to consider the case y > 0. In this case y - ’ - T> 0, so 
(Y-‘-T,)~‘B(~~‘-T,)-’ for T,<T,. Th e assertion follows now from 
S,(T)= -y-‘+y-*(l -y*)(y-l- T)-‘. m (4.8) 
PROPOSITION 7. In the class L,(cc, j?) the extensions J?, and AS have the 
following extremal properties: 
(A,-x)-‘<(a-x)-l<(a,-x)-l, vx E (a, PI. (4.9) 
Proof. Let x # (a + 8)/2 and y = 2(8 - a) ~’ [x - (N + fl)/2]. Consider 
S,(c), where c is the operator defined by (4.3). From the Lemma 4 we 
have 
(6y(c))rnin =sy(cmin) d sy(z;) =G sy(cmax) = (6y(c))max. 
From (4.8) and (4.3) one may deduce the equality 
(4.10) 
6,(C)= -y+2-‘(a+/?)(l-y*)(A-~))~, (4.11) 
which in turn, in view of (4.10), implies the unequalities (4.9). 1 
This proposition is the analogue of the one established in [31] about 
extremal properties of Friedrichs aF and Krein aK extensions of all 
positive selfadjoint extensions of the Hermitian operator A 2 0. M. Krein’s 
proof was based on the quadratic forms technique and in our case cannot 
be used. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let fll < j? and 2; be the extremal Krein’s extension in 
the class LA(a, fl). Then J,=a;. 
The proof is the immediate consequence of the following property (see 
[31]) of A”,: if A’ E L,(a, p) and E, is its resolution of identity, then 
a=a,o * I ~5 (t-a)-'d(E,f,f) 
=-a Vfe(Jzp.\{O}, a<a<j. (4.12) 
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Remark 8 (1) For the gap (-co, /j’) this property is well known 
[3, 311 and means coincidence of Friedrichs extensions for the gaps 
(-co,/I) and (-co,/I+m), i.e., d.+m=(AG).. 
(2) Proposition 8, together with (4.3) (4.4) implies half of Proposi- 
tion 7, namely, 
(3) The equality A”, = A”j also follows from (4.6). 
2. Denote by Qk(a, B) the set of generalized resolvents [w, = 
P(A” -z))’ rH of the operator A such that the extension A” = a* acting in 
fix H has exactly k(E Z,) eigenvalues (with multiplicities in the interval 
(a, /3), i.e., dim E,-(cc, /?)=k and VZz (J-z)-’ H=I?. In particular, the 
class sZO(a, /I) = Q(cr, /I) consists of the extensions preserving the gap (tl, /I). 
Recall that any generalized resolvent is generated by the boundary value 
problem (see [6, 541) 
(A*-z)f=h, (4.13) 
cr*ft rlf>E@), (4.14) 
with the relation e(z) on 2 and -0(z) E w,. If indeterminance (0, f ) of 
19(z), which (see [34]) does not depend on ZE @+ is absent, then the 
condition (4.14) has the usual form, 
r,f=e)r2f, -B(z)= -B*(?)E R,. (4.15) 
PROPOSITION 9. Let { 2, r, , f, } be the SBV with I2 E L, (a, /3) and 
M(z) be the corresponding Weyl function. Further, let (A*, O(z)} be the 
boundary value problem of the form (4.13), (4.14) for the generalized 
resolvent [w, = P(A” -z)-’ rH of the class Qk(cr, 8). Then 0(z) admits the 
analytic continuation through the interval (a, /I) with the exception of a 
finite set x1 <x2 < ... <x, (pdk) and VXE(CI,~), x#x, (l<j<p), the 
relation 
(A”+,-x)-l- (A”, -x)-l =y(x)(B(x)-M(x))-’ y*(x) (4.16) 
holds. Here y(z) = (r, IS,) -I is the y-field of the operator A for the exten- 
sion A”,. 
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COROLLARY 6. For any resolvent aB, E Q’(a, /?), we have 
(A”,-x)l~R,<(Ap-x)-l, vx E (4 B). 
Proof In view of Proposition 9, every x E (a, /I) may be represented in 
the form R, = (A”,(,, -x)-i with Aec,,~L,(cl, /I). Now the proof follows 
from Proposition 7. 1 
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose thet {A?, rI, T,} is an SBV for which 
A”2 E L, (a, fi), M(z) is the corresponding WeyZ function, x0 E (a, 8). Then: 
(a) A”2 = 2, ifund only “flit (M(x)f, f) 
= -03, vfE~\\(q; (4.17) 
(b) A2=AB ifund onZy ifli; (M(x)f, f) 
= +oo, VfE=@\\(Q (4.18) 
(c) operators 2, and 2, (A”* and as) are disjoint if and only if the 
strong resolvent limit 
M(a) : = s-R-li: M(x) E CqJfy, (M(b) =s-R-lit M(x) E C(X)) 
exists and the operator M(a)=M*(a) (M(fl)=M*(fi)) is associated with 
the closed quadratic form t, (ts), 
kCf1 := FE Mx)"Lf) (tjdf] := yM(xMf)), 
where 
9(L)= {f:!; W(x)Lf)> -a)> =w(~(x,Hw4)"*), 
(4.19) 
m&54= if: yj W(x)f,f)< +a> =~(wm-wXo))1'2); 
(d) operators d, and 2, (A”* and. AB) are transversals if and only if 
M(a) E [*I (M(B) E CW); 
(e) zfoperutors A”* and A”, (A, and J8) are disjoint, then 
~@a,) = ker(r, -M(a) r2) WA& = Wrl - WB) r2)). (4.20) 
The proofs of the Propositions 9 and 10 are similar to the proofs of 
Propositions 4 and 5. In the proof of relations (4.17), (4.18) the extremal 
property (4.12) is used. 1 
then 
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Remark 9. If extensions 2, and A”, (a2 and aa) are not disjoint. 
they may be described by relations 
9(a,) = ker(P,T, -M(a) I’?) - (9(A,,) = ker(PI,f, -M(p) Tz) ‘4 
(4.21) 
It is the same as for the semibounded operator (see Section 3) where M(z), 
M(P), P,, P, have the same sense. 
3. The proofs of the main results of Sections 4 and 5 need the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. suppose that a> -co, t,(9(t,) = H, XE (cx, B)) is a 
monotonically decreasing family of the closed symmetric forms which are 
un$ormZy semibounded from below: t, 2 c (c is constant) and T(x) = T*(x) 
is the selfadjoint operator associated with the form t,. Suppose also that the 
forms t, satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) for all x, <x2 < 0 there exists the constant C,,,, such that 
~.~,Cfl-~.~,Cfl~~,,,,llfI12~ Vf E Wx,) = I; (4.22) 
(b) the operator-function T(x) is right-continuous in the sense of 
uniform resolvent convergence. 
Then: (1) there exists (see [62, Chap. 81) T(p) := s-R-lim,t,, T(x); 
(2) if dim ETcBI( - 00, 0) = n < co, the inequality 
c dimkerT(x)<dimErCPJ(-a,O)=n 
-xzE (a, 0) 
(4.23) 
takes place; 
(3) if also T(x,) 20 for a certain X~E (a, p), then 
1 dimker T(x)=dimErCBJ(-co,O)=n. 
xE(%B) 
(4.24) 
Proof. Let 0: < a, < a, < . . . < ak < /I be some of those points x E (a, p), 
for which L(x) = ker T(x) # (0). A ccording to the condition (4.22) 
we obtain: first, L(a,) n L(a,) = (0) for i#j; second, the subspace 
Lj = Vi= , L(a,) is contained in the “negative” cone’ of each quadratic form 
’ Vector f belongs to the “negative” cone of quadratic form t, if f~ 9(t) and t[f] < 0. 
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t, for all x E (aj, p). Indeed, if f~ Lj then f= g, + g,, where g, E Lj- ' = 
V{:: L(q), g, E L(a,) and therefore t, [f] = t, [g, + g2] = t, [gi] < 0. So 
the subspace Lk belongs to the “negative” cone of the operator T(p) and 
according to the variational principle dim Lk = Cf=, dim L(q) <n. It is 
easy to see that the number of points x E (a, 8) for which L(x) # (0) is 
finite and without loss of generality we may assume their set coincides with 
the set {a,, u2, . . . . uk}. This completes the proof of the inequality (4.23). 
Let us prove (4.24). According to the above-mentioned its left part coin- 
cides with the number Ii dim ker T(u,). First, let us note that the negative 
spectrum a( T(x)) n K of each operator T(x), x E (CX, fi), is discrete and 
even finite : 
T(x) > T(p) = dim E,,,( - co, 0) < dim ET& - cc, 0) = n. 
Moreover, we will show that 0 E p( T(x)). Vx # uj (i = 1,2, . . . . k) and zero 
is an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity for each operator r(u,) 
(j = 1, 2, . ..) k). From this assertion it is easy to see that for all x E (a, B) 
there exists E, > 0 such that the spectrum a( T(x)) is discrete and finite in 
the interval ( - co, E,). 
Supposing that zero is the point of the limit spectrum (see [3, p. 31) for 
some operator T(x,), (x, E (tl, 8)) we find an orthonormal sequence f, E X 
(PEG,), for which I(T(xl)f,,f,)l<C,,,,/2, PEE+, where Q~(x,,B) 
and C,,,, is the constant from the inequality (4.22). Then t,,[f,] = 
L, Cf,l + (L,Cf,l -L, Cf,l) < - C.x,.r,/2 and conswentb taCfpl < 
kJfJ4 PEZ+. The latter is in contradiction to the condition 
dim E T& - 00, 0) = n. So, for all XE (u, /?), there exists E, > 0 such that 
dim E,,,,( - co, E,) <n. 
We show that dim E,,,( - 00, E,) = n for all x E (a,, B). Denote 
ak=inf{Xe(ak, 8) :dimE,,,(-CQ,O)=n) (4.25) 
and note that @k<b; i.e., spectrum cannot decrease by a jump because 
T(x) 1 T(p) for x t p and isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity are stable 
relative to convergence from above (see [62, Chap. 81). Further, 
dim ET(& - co, 0) = n, <n, 
due to the same theorem applied to the sequence T(x) 1 T(ak) for XT ak. 
Obviously, c(k 3 Uk. If tlk > ak, then 0 E p(T(cr,)) and we can choose the 
contour Tc p( T(cr,)) containing a( T(c(~)) n (-cc, 0) and for which 0 E r 
to 4 dTtcrk)). 
Applying the theorem about the semicontinuity from above the isolated 
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parts of the spectrum under uniform resolvent convergence [62, Chap. 41 
and using condition (b) of the theorem we obtain 
dim E,(,,( - co, 0) = dim Er(,,)( - co, 0) = n, < n (4.26) 
for all X>CQ close enough to CQ. But (4.26) contradicts definition (4.25). 
Hence elk = uk and, for x E (uk, /?I, the equality 
n = dim E,,,( - a, 0) = dim E,,,,( - co, 0) + dim ker T(a,) (4.27) 
holds. Applying the same considerations to each of the intervals (a,-, , a,), 
we get relations similar to (4.27), 
dim ETcxJ(0) = dim E,,,(O) = dim E,,-,,(O) + dim ker T(ujP 1), (4.28) 
where x E (a,-, , a,). So dim E,,,( - x1,0) is the piecewise-constant 
function with jump discontinuity in the points uj (1 <j< k), where the 
value of the jump is equal to dim ker T(uj) due to (4.28). Summarizing 
(4.27) and all the equalities (4.28), we obtain the relation 
dim ET& - co, 0) = dim ETca,,( - co, 0) + i dim ker T(Uj), (4.29) 
j=l 
which rectifies the inequality (4.23). 
Now we establish the inequality r(u,) 20 if for some x0 <<a, the 
operator T(x,) is nonnegative. Then (4.24) will follow from (4.29). Let 
a0 = inf{x : dim E,,,( - co, 0) > O}. (4.30) 
Note first that a0 > a, because CI~ > x0. 
Further, on the one hand, T(a,) > 0, because from the inequality 
dim E,,,( - GO, 0) > 0, according to Theorem 3.15 from [62, Chap. 83 we 
obtain that dim E,,,( - co, 0) = dim I?,,,( - co, 0) for all x < a,, close 
enough to aO. The latter, however, contradicts definition (4.30). 
On the other hand, as dim E,,,,( - co, 0) = 0, then (from condition B) 
and Theorem 3.1 from [62, Chap. 41 the spectrum cannot increase by a 
jump, i.e., 
dim E,,,,( - co, 0) = dim ETcoo)( - 03, 0) 
for x > a0 close enough to ao. The last assertion contradicts (4.30). So, 
ao=u,. 1 
4. We recall (see [62] that the quadratic form (Bf,f), f EL@(B) is 
closable if B= B* > cl for some constant c = C. Let, as in Section 3, t, be 
the closure of the form (Bf, f) with the domain L@(fB)=g[B]= 
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9((B - cl)“*). Furthermore, if 0 (> cl) is a linear relation in 2 and B its 
operator part, i.e., 
8= {(h, Bh)+ (0, g) :~E~(B)c%~=~(B)cX, g&k}, 
we suppose that te = t, and Z&(A) = E,(i). 
THEOREM 5. Let (2, Zl, Z2} be SBVfor which A”* E LA(~, /I), where A”* 
and Js are disjoint, M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function, 8 is the closed 
linear relation in X, 9(tB) c 9[M(B)], and the quadratic form t, - tMcP, is 
closable. 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) if the form to - tMcpj 
Zf, besides A”* = A”,, then 
has n negative squares, then dim EA,(a, /3) = n. 
dim EJ,(a, /I?) = n; (4.31) 
(2) if A”, = A”, and the condition (4.31) is satisfied, then dim E&c(, /?) 
= n, where 
T(b) = s-R-li; T(x), T(x) = P,(~ - M(x)) Lo (4.32) 
Proof (1) Suppose that 9(ts) c 9[M(B)] and the form to- tMcBj 
> c,Z has n negative squares. We will show that the operator-function 
T(x) : = P,(~ - M(x)) Lo satisfies the conditions of the previous 
theorem. As 9[B] c 9(tMcBj) then 9(e) c 9(t, - t,,,,) = 9[B]. Hence 
((B--M(x))f,f)=(Bf,f)-(M(x)f,f)~t,Cf I- tMcBICf 12~~ llfll? i.e., 
the operators B-M(x) are uniformly semibounded below Vx E (~1, p). 
Therefore (see [62, Chap. 81) there exists s-R-lim,,, T(x) := T(/?) = 
(B-M)(j), where the operator T(B) is associated with the closure of the 
form to - tMcBj, because according to the condition of the theorem it is 
closable. Hence dim ET& - co, 0) = n. 
Let us verify conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4. Since the Weyl 
function M(z) is a %function it satisfies the identity 
M(z) - WC) = (z - 0 Y*(i) Y(Z), (4.33) 
in which y(z)=(A”,-()(A,--z))’ y([)=y([)+(z-[)(a,--~))’ y(c) and 
OEP(Y(Z)) for all ZEC\R+. Putting z=x,, [=x,<x,<O in (4.33), we 
obtain 
T(x2) - T(x,) = Mb,) - Mb21 = (XI - ~2) Y*(x,) ~4x1). 
580/95/l 3 
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Note, first, that the estimate Ilr(xr)fil > C(x,)llfll follows from the con- 
dition 0 E p(y(x)). From this estimate, the inequality II(A, -x) ‘11 < lxzl ‘, 
the y-field definition, and from (4.33) we obtain 
((%a- W,))f,f)= (x1 -xz)W,).L Y(-%)f) 
= (Xl -x2) IIYb,)fl12 
-(x1 -%I2 (G-XP Y(X,)f, Y(X,)f) 
B (x1 -x2) lIr(xl)fl12 - (x1 -xz)2 Ilr(x,)fll’ Ix*, 
= (XL 1s’ ‘x11 Ily(x1)fl12 
> lxll (x1 -x2) P(x,) llfll’. 
1x21 
Thus, we obtain the inequality (4.,22) with the constant C(x,, x2) = 
(x1 -A IXIX,‘l C2(x,) and condition (a) of Theorem 4 is verified. 
Condition (b) is also satisfied because 
II(B-M(x,)-z)-‘-(B-M(x,)-z)-‘11 
= II(B-Mh-w (M(x,)-M(x*))(~-M(x,)-z)~‘Il 
6 IIm 4 -‘. lIWx2) - MxI)ll 
and M(z) is an analytic operator-function in C\lR + . Thus the conditions 
of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Now the inequality (4.23) in combination with 
the equality dim ker(B - M(x)) = dim ker(l, - x) (see Proposition 1) 
leads to the inequality 
dim EJ&~, 8) = 1 dim ker T(X) <a. 
-i E (a, 8) 
Moreover, according to (4.29); 
dim Ed& a, P) = n - dim E, - Mea, ,(- co, 0), 
where a, = inf(o(a@) n (a, 8)). 
(4.34) 
To complete the proof of the first assertion of the theorem let us 
consider the case A”, = 2,. As a(A,) n (a, /3) = (a,, u2, . . . . a,}, p <<, and 
ker(0-M(a,)) = {0}, then the operator 2, preserves the gap(a, a,), i.e., 
2, E L(a, a,). Therefore (a0 - x))’ - (2, -x)-r 2 0 for all x E (a, a,) (see 
Proposition 7), whence according to (3.2) the inequality B-M(x) > 0 
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follows for all x E (~1, a, j. Now it is suhicient to apply the third assertion of 
Theorem 4 or to use equality (4.34). 
(2) Suppose that A”2 = A”, and that condition (4.31) is satisfied. Then 
0(A"~)n(a,p)=a,(A",)n(a,8)={~~}~, where CI<U,<U,< ... <u,<p, 
nj=dim ker(a,-u,Z) and x7=, nj=n. We cannot apply Theorem 4 
because we do not have the inequality dim E,,,( - co, 0) < co. We will 
prove that for x E (a, fi) the function dim E,,,( - co, 0) is a piecewise- 
constant function with the jump discontinuity in the points uj (1 d j G p). 
Indeed from the monotonicity of the operator-function T(x) we obtain 
T(x,) = s-R-limxt, T(x), VXE (a, p). But then 
s-y0 J%M(X)(f) = E&,(x,(t) (4.35) 
for all the points of continuity of the operator-functions Z$- M(x)(f). In 
particular, (4.35) takes place for t = 0, if x0 # uj (1 < j< p). Hence we will 
get the inequality dim Eg- M(xOJ (0) < dim E,_ MCxj(O) for all x E (tl, x0). On 
the other hand, the inequality dim E,- ,,,,(,.+(O) 2 dim E,- M(x)(O) follows 
from monotonous increase of the Weyl function M(x). 
Thus dim E T(xJ(O) may have the jump discontinuity only in points Us 
(1~ j<p). It is possible to use (as in Theorem 4) the uniform resolvent 
continuity of the function B-M(x) in points uj and Theorem 3.16 [62, 
Chap. 41 to show that the value of the jump in the point uj is equal to 
dim ker( B - M(uj)). 1 
COROLLARY 7. Let, in addition to the conditions of Theorem 5, the 
operators 2, and Js be transversals, i.e., M(p) E [&I. Then if the negative 
part of the spectrum of the relation tl - M(& is finite, dim Ens(a, /?) < co. Zf, 
in addition, A”2 = A”,, then the converse assertion is true and dim EA,(a, x0) = 
dim 4- Mcxoj( - a,O). 
COROLLARY 8. Let, under the conditions of Theorem 5, the negative part 
of the spectrum of the relation 8 :M(x_o) (X~E (a, /?)) be finite. Then 
dim E~~(cc, x0) < co. Zf, furthermore, A, = A,, then the converse assertion is 
true and dim E,J@(Ix, ,,) = dim E, _ M(xoj( - 00, 0). 
COROLLARY 9. Under the conditions of Theorem 5 the following usser- 
tions are true: 
(1) if Q(te) c 68(tMCBj) and t, - tMcBj is the non-negative quadratic 
form, then A”0 E L,(a, p); 
(2) if& E L,(a, B) then Q(b) c Q(t,+&; 
(3) ifa2=Ab then the implication A”@ELA(a, fl)+T(/l)>,O is valid, 
where T(p) := s-R-limxtB (e-M(x)). 
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It is sufficient o note for the proof that the implication 2, E L,(a, fl) + 
Q - M(x) 3 0 Vx E (~1, /3) follows from (3.2) and Proposition 7. 
Remark 10. If the relations 0 - M(x) are uniformly semibounded from 
below, i.e., 
T(x) = P,“F M-x)) r.#, > c1T,> vx E (a, B), (4.36) 
then Wb) = g(tMc& Indeed, since (M(x)f, f) < ((B- c,Z)f, f), then 
lyfMf)~ (B.f)-Cl Ilfl12< 007 Vf E 9(B). 
From Proposition 10, g(B) c g[M(p)] = Q(fMu(B)) and it means that 
WeI = B[Bl c %MD)l. 
Note also that the semiboundedness from below for any of the operators 
B - M(x), x E (a, p), follows certainly from condition (4.3 1). However, their 
uniform semiboundedness does not follow from condition (4.31). 
Remark 11. Let A be a positive definite operator (i.e., (a, p) = (- co, E), 
E>O), {Z’, r,, r,} is such a positive SBV for which A”> = JF, A”, = JK. 
Then M(0) = 0 and Corollaries 7 and 9 coincide with M. Birman’s results 
[5]. If A”, #a, but OE ~(2~) then, as before, M(O)=0 and Corollaries 7 
and 9 were obtained earlier by Mikhailets [45] and generalize M. Birman’s 
result. 
Remark 12. Here we show that all the conditions of Theorem 5 
are essential. Let J’? = L,[O, 11, (2f)(x) = xf(x). Defining M(z) = 
(!J - i&)-l, it is easy to see that all the conditions of Corollary 3 are 
satisfied. Therefore M(z) is the Weyl function corresponding to some SBV 
{ 2, f 1, r,}, for which A”, > 0, because M(z) is holomorphic on the semi- 
axis (- co, 0). Further, M( -a’) = (x + a)-‘, M(0) = s-R-lim,l, M( -a’) = 
2-l $ [%I. Consequently, the extensions 1, and aK are disjoint but not 
transversals. 
Consider the unclosable quadratic form 
tl[f]= J’f(x)x-1~*dx~2, (4.37) 
where fog if the right side in (4.37) is finite. 
Let M,(z)=M(z)+i&I,. As lim,lp,(M(x)f,f)= --oo then (see 
Proposition 4) MF(z) corresponds to the SBV {Z, rl, r2} in which 
A”2 = A”,. As before MF(0) = M(0) =?U’ 4 [&‘I and the extensions 2, and 
JK are not transversals. Since tl[f] < )(2-“2f112, then by virtue of KLMN 
theorem [64, Theorem X.173 the quadratic form t[f] = 1)=%-1’zf)/2- 
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2 ~ 9, [f], for which 9(t) = 9(9 ~ “‘) is closed. Let B = B* be the operator 
associated with the form t. Then: 
(1) T(0)=s-R-lim,l, T(-a2)=s-R-lim,l,(B-M,(-a2))=0; 
(2) t, -f&(O) is an unclosable quadratic form which has one 
negative square (9(tB) =9(t) = 9[M(O)]); 
(3) condition (4.36) is not satisfied; 
(4) dim E,,,( - co, 0) = 0 but dim Ed,( - co, 0) = 1. 
Assertions (1) and (2) are obvious. For proof of assertion (3) we show 
at the beginning that each of the operators B - MF( -a’) has one negative 
eigenvalue 1, = ;i, = -E(U) < 0, which can be found from the equation 
t+a 
a+(a+c) t(t+a) 
dt. (4.38) 
Let us show by applying the first theorem about representation [62] 
that 
& (x+a) f&) = (E + a) x(x + a) + a c ker(B- W -a’) + 4, fa(x)$9(2-‘). 
Indeed, Vo~g(t), taking into account (4.38), we obtain 
1 r’ (x+a)dx 
-5 Jo (E+a)x(x+a)+a’ 
f’ f$ dx 
= -6 
’ 
i.e., LCf,, VI- WF(-a2)fo, o)= -4a)(f,, 0) VuEg(f). 
Consequently (see [21, Chap. 7]), f,~9(B) and (B-M,(-aa,))f,= 
-cf,. Let us show that E=&(U)--+ +cc if a+O. 
Supposing the contrary: E(U) <k, we pass to the limit for in the equality 
(4.38). Using Fatou theorem we obtain 
1 1 
lim - I 
(t+a)dt 
Cl-0 2 0 a+(E+a)t(t+a) 
>’ lim I (t+a)dt 1 1 dt 
‘2 u-o s o a+(k+a)t(t+a)% s o t=OO 
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which contradicts the equality (4.38). This completes the proof of the 
assertion (3). 
Assertion (4) follows now from Corollary 7 applied to the operators 
a,+a2 and M(-a*)~ [%‘I. 
5. If the quadratic form t, - fMcDj is not closable then the operator 
T(b) is not associated with it. In this case we can formulate the assertions 
of the following theorem only in terms of the quadratic form t, - fwcBj. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that (2, r,, r,} is the SBV for which 2, =A,, 
where A”, and Aa are disjoint, M(z) is the corresponding Weyl function, 0 is 
the linear relation in J$? semibounded below. Zf 9(t,) c9[M(B)] then: 
dim Ed(a, b)=n if and only if the form t,- fMt8, has exactly n negative 
squares. 
Proof: Let the form te - f,,,,(Bj have n negative squares. Then 
dim E,- M(BpEj( - co, 0) = n for small enough E > 0, by virtue of the 
monotonous decrease of the operator-function 8 -M(x) in the interval 
(c(, /?). From Corollary 7 we obtain the implication 
dim Ed,(a, p - E) = n =E- dim Eds(a, 8) = n. 
Conversely, if A”2 = A”, and dim EA8(a, B) = n then there exists c0 > 0 such 
that dim Ed@(a, 8-c) =n for all E E (0, E,,). Hence in combination with 
Corollary 7 we obtain dim EO- M(B,EJ( - co, 0) = n for all E E (0, E,,). Using 
the monotonicity of 0 -M(x) once more and, having already proved the 
first part of the theorem, we conclude that the form t, - tMcBj has exactly 
n negative squares. 1 
Remark 13. The following example shows that the condition 
9(te) c 9[M(B)] is essential in Theorem 5 and 6. 
Let 2 = L,[O, 11, g0 be a minimal Hermitian operator generated 
by the operation -y”, YF be its Friedrichs extension, B ( #9$) be some 
nonnegative extension of the operator pO. Let M(z) = i &Z, + 
(9”,‘-i&)P’. Th en according to Proposition 8 there exists an operator 
A c A* and the SBV (2, rl, r,} for which A”* = JF is the Friedrichs 
extension of A and M(z) is the corresponding Weyl function, It is easy to 
see that M(0) = s-R-limXt, M(x) = 9:. As is well known 9(fM& = 
9[%]~9[B] =Q(tB) and tB[f] -tMco,[f] =0 for all f E9(fMcOj). We 
will show that dim Ed,( - co, 0) 2 1. Supposing that JB> 0, we obtain 
B - M(x) > 0 for all x < 0. But from the inequality B - M(x) > 0, vx < 0, 
the inclusion 9(tB) c SCM(O)] follows. This contradiction completes 
the consideration. Note also that s-R-limXr, (B-M(x))=0 because 
lim xto (B--M(x))f =O, Vf ~W%,). 
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Remark 14. Note that an attempt to describe all extensions for which 
dim Ea( - 1,1) = n was undertaken by Nenciu [48] is mistaken even for 
n*(A) = 1. Indeed choosing 1 E (- 1, A,) and considering the extension 2, 
for which dim EJ( - 1, 1) = 1, we obtain 
(A”,-~,)~‘-(a_,-n,)-l~o (-l<A<&<l), 
which contradicts the assertion of Theorem 2 from [48]. 
5. CLASSES S$“ OF THE HOLOMORPHIC OPERATOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
1. In the description of the generalized resolvents of the class 
Qk(a, /I) (see Section 6) the new classes Sg of operator-valued functions 
naturally appear. Remember at first the well-known definition (see 
C&4, 351). 
DEFINITION 7. Denote by R, the class of operator-valued functions 
F(z) = F*(F) holomorphic in C + u @ _ with values (for z E C + ) in the set 
of maximal dissipative operators in a(%‘)). 
Completing the class Rx by ideal elements as usual (see [ 343) we get 
the class R,. Hence, R, is a collection of functions holomorphic in 
@ + u @ _ with values (for z E C + ) in the set of maximal dissipative linear 
relations e(z) = O*(Z) in Z’. As is known (see [34]) the indeterminate part 
of the relation O(z) does not depend on z and the relation 19(z) admits the 
representation 
e(z) = {(h, > F,(z) h, + h, > : h, E Q(F,(z)), h* E -%I, (5.1) 
DEFINITION 8 [ 181. Let o(z) = z - fl for a = - 00 and o(z) = (z-j) x 
(z-a)-’ for - cc < a < /I < co. An operator-valued function F(z) E R, 
belongs to the class S$(a, p), K E Z + , if Vn E Z, Vzj E @ + , hj E 9(F(zj)) the 
quadratic form, 
i 
W*‘(Zi)(F(Zi) hi, hi)-W(Zj)” (hi, F(zj) hi) <.g, 
Zi-Zj 
1 I 
i,j=l 
(5.2) 
has at most K (and exactly K for at least one collection n, zi, hi) negative 
squares. Completing the classes Sz(a, fi) with ideal elements (5.1) we 
obtain the classes gg(a, /?). 
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The classes S,sti = S~sK( - 00, 0) generalize the well-known Krein-Stieltjes 
classes (S),X, (S),;’ (see [2,4, 351) and coincide with them for K=O. 
EXAMPLE 1. If F’(~)ES~, (.i= 1,2) then F,(~)@F~(z)ES>,;&. Thus 
( 
ZSl 
F(z)= o 
0 
-(z+ l)-' > 
E s2 n r2. 
PROPOSITION 11. If F(z) E S,$,KD, and z0 E @ + then: 
(1) card(a,(F(z,)) n R T ) < IC, a,(F(z,)) n R T = a; 
(2) if- F(z) is holomorphic on the point x0 = 2, < 0, then 
card(o,(F(x,)) n [w f ) < K. 
Proof: (1) Assume that c(~ = tlk E a,(F(z,)) n [w-, h, E ker(F(z,) - ak), 
llhkll = 1, where k = 1, . . . . K + 1; elk # CC, for k # j. It is easy to see, that 
h,Ihj (k#j). Putting in (5.2), n=rc+l, z,=zO (l<j<~+l) we find 
that the form 
has K + 1 negative squares which contradicts the condition F(z) E S+“. 
If a E a,(F(z,)) n R’_ then there exists an orthonormal sequence f, such 
that F(z,,)f, = ES, + gj, lim, _ co l/gjll = 0. Putting in (5.2), n = K + 1, zj = zo, 
fj=fi+N, we have 
ud- 
Jk 
+zo(gj+,,fk+N)-Zg(~j+N~ gk+N) 
zo-z. 
tjtk (5.5) 
negative definite for N large enough, which is a contradiction. 
(2) Suppose that F(z)eS+” and takes values in [*I. Assume that 
ak E o,(F(xO)) n R- and 0 4 h, E ker(F(x,) - a&-), (k = 1,2, . . . . K + 1). The 
form (5.2) by the assumption n = K + 1, z, = x0 (j= 1, 2, . . . . K + 1) equals 
I<j z,,, ((x~“(x~)+F(x~))hj, hk) <jtk 
., . (5.6) 
= c XCI(F’(XO) hj, h/c) tjtk + C uk ilhkl12dtki2<0. 
ICj,k<x+l l<k<rc+l 
The last relation contradicts F(z) E S”. 
To prove this assertion in the general case it is sufficient to consider the 
function 4E(~) = -(F(z) - E/Z)-’ ES-” with the values in [X]. fl 
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Suppose that the operator-valued function F(z) E R, is holomorphic on 
intervals (c(, c( + E), (/I - E, /I) for some E > 0 and monotonically increasing 
on them; i.e., the operators F(x) are semibounded from below (above) 
Vx E (c(, a + E) u (/I-E, /I) and it holds that 
Xl ‘X2*~x,Cfl ~L,Cfl3 cx, llfll’ (VfE %L,) ~atx,)), (5.7) 
where t,[f] = tFc,,[f] is the closure of the form (F(x)f,f) (if F(x) is 
semibounded from above we replace the implication (5.7) by the following: 
Xl > x2 * c,, lIfII”L,Cf1 ~L,Cfl VfE I c Wx,)). 
Define two numbers K:(F) E Z, u ( + 00) by the equalities 
K;(F) = lip dim E,,,( - co, 0) 2, 
rc: (I;) = lip dim(Z- E,,,( +0)) 2”. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Similarly we can define the numbers K:(F). As it follows from Proposi- 
tion 11 K;(F) < K, K;(F) < K if F(z) E S~(CI, j) and rc,+(F) < K, K;(F) 6 K 
if F(z) E SJUK(a, /I). 
2. At first let F(z) be a function of the class S~(CL, #I) with the 
values in [%I. In this case we have 
F(-)=A+Bz+j~m (&g-J dqt), (5.10) 
where A = A *, B > 0; A, B E [%I, Z(t) is a nondecreasing operator-valued 
function which is strongly continuous to the left and 
s m (1 + 62)-l &C(t) E [X]. (5.11) -a’ 
Suppose that F(z) is holomorphic on (-co, -l/s) for some E > 0 and 
define the set K:,(F): 
K_,(F)= {hGX i lim (F(x)h,h)<O)u{O}. (5.12) 
x1-m 
It is easy to see that K:,(F) coincides with the maximal dimension of 
subspaces L c K:,(F). 
DEFINITION 9 [15,41]. Point t, is called a pole(zero) of the first 
order for the operator-valued function F(z) holomorphic on the deleted 
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neighbourhood of the point f, if for all vector-valued functions P(Z), $(z) 
holomorphic on to and satisfying the conditions 
F(z) P(Z) = ll/(z) (F(z) e(z) = cp(Z))> cP(hl) = 0, *(to) z0; 
(5.13) 
the point to is a zero of the first order for q(z). The dimension r0 of lineal 
{XM : x(z) = (to - z) cp(z)l is called a multiplicity of the pole t, (zero to). 
If F(z) is holomorphic on t,, then r0 = dim ker F(to). 
The class N,(X) generalizing the class R,, consists of functions 
9(z) = 9*(Z) holomorphic on (C, u L)\a, where e is finite set with 
values in [X] such that the kernel [Z!(z)-9*({)](z-[))l, (z,{EC+) 
has K negative squares (see [63]). As it is known [63] HEN, has in 
@ + u @ _ finite number of poles. 
DEFINITION 10 [63]. The set all of poles and real points to which 9(z) 
does not admit holomorphic continuation is called a spectrum a(9) of the 
function Z?(z) E N,(Z). 
In the sequel we need the following proposition, proved in [63], for the 
scalar case. 
PROWSITION 12 [63]. If $(z)EN,,(JP) (j= 1,2) and a(22,)n ~(22~) 
= @ then 
4(z) + %2(z) E Kc, + .,w. (5.14) 
THEOREM 7. Let F(z)E R, and takes its values in [S]. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F(z) E SF; 
(ii) F(z) is holomorphic on the left half-line with the exception of the 
finite set of the poles tj (t, < t, < . .. < t, < 0) of the first order and finite 
multiplicity ‘cj = uj (F) and 
K= i K~(F)+KI,(F). 
j= 1 
ProojY Consider the kernel of quadratic form (5.2), 
K(z, i) = (zF(z) - cF*(C))(z - %)-I. 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
This form 
(1 <j<n+ 
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has IC negative squares if and only if Vn E Z,, Vzje C, 
1) the operator K= (K(z,, z,)y,:‘i acting in Xfl+ ‘, where 
K(z,, z,J = A + B(z, + ZJ 
+I_,, [(t-zj:t--i*) t -- d&r(t) 1+t2 1 (5.17) 
has at most K, and for some {zj}~~: has exactly K, negative squares or if 
the operator G = M* KM satisfies the same conditions. Here 
M = 
i 
I, 0 ... 0 0 
0 I, ... 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... I 0 
-zJu -I, ... -I, I, 
As it follows from (5.17) the operator G has the form 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
G= 
dz(t) 
,..... \ 
dC(t) ’ 
& n+l, ?I+,) ------- I 
(5.19) 
(5.18) 
where 
&(Gjk);,,=,= i_:, z’~~~~1.‘kt~~:1.,r~d~~12)” . (5.20) 
J J,k=l 
2. Suppose that F(z) E s>. Making use of the considerations from 
[35] we can prove that the function L’(t) from (5.10) has at most K points 
of growth on the half-line (-co, 0). In order to prove this, assuming that 
for some tje(--co,O), hj~.Z (l<j<p), 
s m (t-tj)-2d(C(t)hj,hj)=co, -‘x (5.21) 
we choose the points zj close enough to tjq It is easy to verify that in this 
case operator G has at least p negative eigenvalues, which is possible only 
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by the condition p d ti. Similarly to [35], this assertion follows from the 
formula of inversion. 
Therefore, the operator-valued function F(z)E S> admits a repre- 
sentation 
F(z)=A,+BZ+ f A,+ *’ 3 ( 
1 
,=, t,-z 0 
---& dJ3[), t-z i 
(5.22) 
where Ai=C(tj+O)-C(c,)aO (1 <j<p), A,=A-C,PEI ?,A,(1 +tf))‘. 
3. From (5.22) and the minimax principle it follows that 
dim E,,,( - co, O)Z > dim A,% for x (> t,) close enough to tj. Proposi- 
tionll implies that rc,(F)<ti (l<j<p). The inequality rc:,(F)<~ 
follows from (5.8) and Proposition 11. 
4. Note, that condition (i) of Theorem 7 can be reformulated in 
the form Z!(z) := zF(z) EN, and the operator-valued function Z?(z) has a 
representation 
ii?(z)= i $(z) 
j=O 
in which Z?j(z)=~(t-z)-l Aj (1 <j<p) and 
22,,(z)=A,z+B,z*+z jam (-&+) E(t). (5.23) 
It is easy to see that 9j(~)~ N,(p), a(Z?,)= (2,) (1 ,<j<p). 
Suppose that J&,(Z) E N, (rcO < cc ) and show that rco = K I~. In order to 
prove this we are considering the operator Go corresponding to function 
F,(z) = Qo(z)/z E s Ko, IC~<K and to the points Z/E@+ (1 <j<n+l). 
Consider the linear set 8 of the vector-valued functions 
equipped with the quasi-scalar product 
W’)(t), WN, =,g jr - 4ojtt) (Pktt) d(zl(f) h/‘l’~ h1;2))~ (5.24) 
where dZ,(t)=t lt-zz,+,l~*dC(t). 
It is easy to see that K:,(F,) = K:,(F). Let q be a subspace in 2 
with codimension equal to KI, such that 2, n K:, = 0. We show that 
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on the subspace %” @ X1 the operator Go is positive. Indeed, choosing 
hjE% (l<j<n), h,+1 E X1, we find that the matrix ((G$h,, A,));,:’ I 
differs by the nonnegative matrix 
from Gram’s matrix with a scalar product (5.24) of the vector-valued 
functions ‘pi(t) hi ( 1 < j < n + 1) and, consequently, it is nonnegative. 
Here we took into account that X1 c ker B. This implies that operator G(O) 
has at most ~1~ negative eigenvalues, i.e., rco < ~1,. On the other hand, 
~~,(F~)<rc, and, hence, ~~=rc~,(F)=rc~,(F). 
To complete the proof it remains to check that by (5.23) supp L(t) = 
o( Q, ) c [0, + co) and to apply Proposition 12. m 
Remark 15. Under the conditions of Theorem 7, F(z) E SsK if and only 
if 
Ic= f K,(F)+?&+(F). 
j=l 
It follows from Theorem 7 and the transformation F(z) + -F( l/z) from 
SGK onto S$. 
THEOREM 8. Zf F(z) E SgK then the following holds: 
(1) 3b,< ..* <b, (< 0) such that F(z) is holomorphic and monotoni- 
caZfy increasing on intervals (-co, b,), (b,, b2), . . . . (b,,- 1, b,), (b,, 0); 
(2) if xi = K~(F) is a number of positive eigenvalues of the operator 
F(X), (XE (bj-1, bj) (1 <j<m)) (b ecause of the multiplicity) for which 
lim L,(F(x))= +GO, 
x t b, 
l<k<rc, (5.25) 
and K,+(F) is defined by (5.9), then 
x=ic;(F)+ f K,(F). (5.26) 
i= 1 
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Conversely, if F(z)E R, and satisfies the conditions (l)-(2), then 
F(z) E S;:. 
Proof Consider a function b&z) = -(F(z) + EZ) ml ES” with values in 
[&?I. According to Theorem 7, de(z) admits a holomorphic continuation 
on (6-oo,O)\{t~)~‘=, ( n’ < K). Each of the intervals (- cc, t’,), . . . . (t:,, 0) 
contains, by Proposition 12, a finite number of zeroes tl (k = 1, 2, . . . . p”) of 
de(z). Putting {t,}; = { tb};’ u {t;};” (tic tj+l) we obtain that F(z) is 
holomorphic on the set R_ \ { tk};. 
According to Proposition 11 the scalar function dim E,,,,( - co, 0) = d(x) 
is finite Vx < 0, x # tj (1 d j 6 n) and has a finite number of discontinuity 
points b6 (1 <k<n). Put m=n+n,, {b,}~{bb};‘u {tk}l;. It is easy to see 
that the operator-valued function F(z) is monotonically increasing on 
intervals (6,, bj+ ,), 1 <j< m. 
Let us consider the function G,(z) = ((F(z) + EZ) ~’ + E/Z)- ’ with values 
in [%I. Evidently, G,(z) ES-” and, as it follows from Theorem 7, it has a 
finite number of poles on K Let Ajk(F(x)) 30 (j= 1, 2, . . . . m; k< JC~) be 
such eigenvalues of operator F(x) for which the conditions (5.25) are 
fulfilled. The eigenvalues of G,(x) are connected with eigenvalues of F(x) 
by the relations 
Ajk(Ge(x)) = x[Ajk(F(x)) + EX][X( 1 + E’) + &lk(F(x))] --I. (5.27) 
Each of the equations (for E > 0 small enough) 
&k(X) = X( 1 + E2) + Eijk(X) = 0, j= 1, . . . . m; k= 1, . . . . uj, (5.28) 
has exactly one solution xjk E (b,- , , bj), since lim,,, fik(x) = + cc and 
lim xLb,_, sjk(X) <o (f or small E > 0). The points xjk are evidently the poles 
of G,(z) with the multiplicity dim ker(F(xjk) - Ajk(F(xjk)) = rc(G,(xik)). This 
implies 
tcj=tcj(F)= 1 dGe(x)) (l< j<m). (5.29) 
xc(b,-l, b,) 
A similar equality holds (for E small enough) for the interval (b,, 0) 
c ~G,(x))=K,+(F)=G, 
XE (bm, 0) 
(5.30) 
since limXrofO,k(x)>O and limXlbmf&(x)<O (l<k<lc,+) and each of 
Eqs. (5.28) has exactly one solution, xok (k = 1, 2, . . . . rc,‘) being a pole of 
G,(z). 
As it is seen from (5.27) the function G,(z) has no other poles on [w_ and 
also ~z(G,(z)) = 0. Summarizing (5.29) and (5.30) we obtain that the total 
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multiplicity of all the poles of G,(z) on R _ equals cj rcj(F) + K:(F) and 
(5.26) follows from Theorem 7. 1 
Remark 16. Theorems 7 and 8 are true for classes S$(a, /I). To prove 
this it is sufficient to use a transformation F(z) + F(o(z)) from S$“ onto 
S$(a, b), where w(z) = (z - j)(z - a)-‘. 
COROLLARY 10. Suppose that F,(z) E R,; F2(z) E S;(a, fl); tJx E (a, p), 
E;(x) E [Xl; F&I) = s-limxts F,(x) = 0. Then 
F,(z) + F2(z) E %$(a, B) - F,(z) E S$Ya, PI. 
3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 2 = L,(lR+), a > 0, I;,(z) = d2/dt2 - (z - a)-’ q(t) be 
a Sturn-Liouville operator with a boundary condition y(O) = 0 and 
potential (z - a)-’ q(t), where 
q(t) = 1, Vt E [O, 721; q(t) = 0, Vt > 71. 
From the known results on Schriidinger operators (see [62]) it follows 
that: 
(a) Vz=Z=x#a, a,(Fw(x))=(-oo,O], o,(F,(x))nR-=a; 
(b) a,(F(x)) = 0, Vx < a - 4; 
(c) dim(Z- E,,,( +O))Z = n if 
t,= -(n-1/2)-2+a<x< -(n+ 1/2)-2+a=t,+,<0, ncZ+. 
(5.31) 
Each of eigenvalues Aj(x) of F,(x) is an increasing function and is 
holomorphic on interval (tj, a). In the left end of this interval Aj(x) is 
absorbed by the continuous spectrum. It is easy to show that 
lii[Aj(x)-;(;-;)‘]=o, lill(Aj(x)+-+ (5.32) 
As it follows from (5.31), (5.32), and Theorem 8 I;,(z) E SG~~, where 
~,=[1/2+1/&]#1/2+1/&and~,=[1/2+1/&]-l,if1/2+1/&~ 
~+W. 
Putting G,(z) = -F,(z)-’ E Sp, we see that G,(z) is holomorphic on 
the half-line UK and loses its monotonicity in the points f,, of the form 
(5.31), since dimE,,,,(-oo,O)X=n, Vx~(t,, t,+l]. 
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6. GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS IN THE CLASS Q“(cx,,~)oF 
HERMITIAN OPERATOR A WITH GAP 
The following proposition will be required for us for the proof of the 
main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 13. Suppose thut 2!(x) is a positive operator function with 
values in %7(X) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) 2?(x) is monotonically increasing for all x E (c(, /?), i.e., 
(2) 0 E P(%X)), vx E (4 B); 
(3) lim ,tatxrfi=+~, fa,,w,)=cf+o m=w. 
Then there exists s-lim,tl, 2!(x)-’ = 0. 
This proposition is the simple generalization of Lemma 1.1. from [ 371 
and coincides with it if Z!(x) takes values in [Xl. 
Denote by W(M, 8) the set of generalized resolvants P(A” - z) _ ’ rH = RZ 
of operator A, where ,? is an arbitrary selfadjoint extension acting in fi7r2 H 
such that dim E2(~, /?)=K, 8=V=+; (A-z)-’ H, and is the orthogonal 
projection of I?? onto H. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that {X, I-,, r,} is an SBV for which A2 = A”, 
(i.e., ker r2 = g(A”,)), M(z) is a corresponding Weyl function, and 
M(B) E [2] (i.e. a2 and A”,s are transversals). Then the formula 
R; = (A, -z)-’ - y(z)(z(z) + M(z) - M(p))- ’ y*(z) (6.1) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between R, E QK(cq /I?) and z(z) E 
s~~(tl, /?). The function T(Z) = z = z* in (6.1) corresponds to the canonical 
resolvents and only to them. 
Proof 1. Let M,(z) = M(z) - M(B). Let us establish the implication 
lRZ E W(CI, /I) *z(z) E ,Yh-(~, p). Since (A”, -z))’ is analytical inside the 
gap (CI, /I), then [wZ - (A”, -z)-’ has exactly K poles (counting the multi- 
plicity) in the gap (~1, /?). By virtue of Proposition 9 t(z) (E R,) has the 
same poles in the gap (tl, /?). Further, as dim Ed(~, /I) = K there exists 
PI <B such_ that R, E !2’(cr, PI). By virtue of the extremal property of the 
extension A, (see Proposition 7 and Corollary 6) R, - (A”, -x)-l > 0 for 
all XE (c(, /II). 
Therefore from the formula (6.1) we obtain F(x) = -(r(x) + M(x))-’ > 0, 
Vx E (c(, PI) and consequently K;(F) = 0. Since F(z,) = - (~(2~) + 
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M1(zo))rl~ [4, ZoEC+, and ‘c;(F) = 0, then in view of the Theorem 7 
we obtain F(z) E Sz(a, /3). Hence -F(z)-’ = z(z) + M,(z) E SsK(a, p). 
Since M(x) < M(b) for all XE (a, /I), then M,(x) <O for the 
same ‘x E (a, fl); consequently, M,(z) E S>‘(a, /I) and M,(B) = 0. Now 
Corollary 10 leads us to the required implication, 
z(z) + M,(z) l SsK(a, j?) * z(z) c SGK(a, j?). 
2. Now we shall establish the converse implication: r(z) E 
,!--K(a, /I) =r R, E LP(a, /I). By virtue of Corollary 10, r(z) + M,(z) E 
smK(a, /I) because M,(z) E ,!-‘(a, /I) and M,(b) = 0. Therefore operator- 
function F(z) = -(r(z) + M,(z))-’ E SfK(a, /I). We show that F(z) has 
exactly K poles (counting the pole multiplicity). It is sufficient o prove the 
relation 
“-lifn, (z(x) + M,(x))-’ = 0, (6.2) 
since F(zO)E [X], zoEC+. First we prove (6.2) for r(z) E SGK(a, /I?). By 
virtue of Theorem 4, there exists a1 E (a, p) such that z(z) is holomorphic 
and monotonically increasing in the interval (a, al) and has no zeros in it. 
Hence, using the extremal property of M,(z) (see Proposition lo), we 
obtain 
~~((w+wx))f,f)= --co, W W(ad\ PI. (6.3) 
Therefore (6.2) will follow from (6.3) and Proposition 13, if we prove 
that 
$x) + M,(x) < 0, Vxe (a, al). (6.4) 
Since dim E r(a,j+Ml(alJ(O, +co) < K (see Proposition ll), then there 
exists a constant C> 1 such that z(al) +M,(a,)< (C- 1) I, whence 
z(x) + M,(x) - C< -Z VXE (a, a,]. Therefore it follows from (6.3), 
Proposition 13, and the previous inequality that 
s-lim (z(x) + M,(x) - C) ~’ = 0. (6.5) 
If 0($x0) + M,(x,)) n (0, + co) # @ for some x0 E (a, a,), then by virtue of 
Theorem 4, it follows that 
for all x E (a, x0), because according to the choice of aI, the operator- 
function r(x) + M,(x) has no zeroes in the interval (a, al). Let 0 < A,(x) < 
580/95/l-4 
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AZ(X) 6 . . . <A,,(x) be all the positive eigenvalues (counting the multi- 
plicity) of the operator z(x)+ M,(x). It follows from the condition 
M,(p) =0 and the strictly monotonic increase of the Weyl function that 
there exists E>O such that M,(cl,) < -2~. Hence M,(x) < -2s for all 
XE(CI,Q,). Therefore it follows that (-~E,,O)CP(Z(X)+M,(X)) and 
Il(r(x) + M,(x) + s)-‘ll 6 8-l. Further, the operator-function 
Fe(z)= -(~(z)+M,(z)+E)~‘ER~ 
and takes values in [%‘I. Therefore it increases monotonically in the 
interval (a, ai). As the operator-function F,(z) is bounded in (c(, ai), i.e., 
su~,,(~,~,) IIF,(x)ll G C for some constant C> 0, then there exists 
s-lim(r(x)+M(x) +E)-’ E [%‘I. It fololows from (6.5) and the Hilbert 
identity for the resolvents that 
s-liE (T(X) + M,(x) +&)-I = 0 (6.6) 
(note that (6.6) immediately follows from the independence of the zero- 
space of a pseudoresolvent from z [62, Chap. 83). 
We conclude from (6.6) and the monotonicity Fe(x) in the interval 
(a, c(i) that 
F,(x) = -(T(X) + M,(x) + E) -I > 0, vx E (Lx, q). (6.7) 
But (6.7) contradicts the existence of a negative spectrum of the operator 
F,(x) (recall that -(lj(x)+~)-’ ecP(FE(x)) VXE (a, x,,). So the inequality 
(6.4) is established and therefore the relation (6.2) is also established for 
t(z) E SsK(a, /I). If t(z) E SPK(a, /?)\S-“(cr, /I), we can use the relations 
in which z m= {~WW-Q is an indeterminate part of the relation T(Z) 
which does not depend on z (see Section 5), P, is the orthoprojection onto 
Xi, and z,(z)~Sj$ is the operator part of the relation T(Z). Now (6.2) 
follows for T,(z)E~?~~(GL, /?)\SmK(a, fl) from the same property (6.2) 
established above for T,(Z) E SPK(a, /I) and representation (6.8). 
So, the operator-function F(z) = -(z(z)+M(z))-' has exactly K poles 
(counting the multiplicities) in the interval (a, /I) and by virtue of (6.1), Iw, 
has the same number of poles in (a, /I), i.e., R,E QK(a, fl). The theorem is 
completely proved. 1 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that A is a Hermitian operator with a gap (a, j?), 
(2, r, , r2 } is a SBV for which 22 = aa, M(z) is the corresponding Weyl 
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function, and M(a) E [X] (i.e., A”* and A”, are transversals). Then the 
formula 
R, = (Js - z)-’ - y(z)(z(z) + M(z) - M(a))-’ y*(Z) (6.9) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between an [W,E Q”(a, /?) and 
z(z) E S’$(a, /3). Thefunction z(z) z T = 5* corresponds in (6.9) to rhe canoni- 
cal resolvents and only to them. 
This theorem can be proved similarly to Theorem 9 or it can be obtained 
from it by the transformation of A + A’ = (a + b) I- A, which transforms 
d, into 2: = Aa. 
Remark 17. In the case when (a, /?) = (- co, 0) and K = 0, Theorem 9 
coincides with the result from [36] (but without connection with a SBV 
and abstract boundary problems), because the class Q”( - co, 0) coincides 
with the collection of ZZ-resolvents for an operator A > 0 (see [36]). If 
n +(A) = n ~ (A) < co, the collection of Z7-resolvents has been described long 
ago by M. G. Krein [30]. 
7. RESOLVENT MATRICES AND f!-RESOLVENTS OF HERMITIAN OPERATORS: 
DESCRIPTION OF !&RESOLVENTS IN THE CLASS Q”(a,/?). 
1. Let 2 be a subspace of H. The point z0 E @ + is called g-regular 
for a Hermitian operator A, if 9&,= (A -zo) g(A) is closed and 
H = mDz,, 4 f!. Denote by p(A, 2) the set of &regular points of A. Denote 
also p,(A; f?) = p(A; 2) n p(A; 2). It is easy to see that the sets p(A; 2) and 
p,(A; 2) are open. 
As in [39] we define on p(A; 2) two holomorphic operator-valued func- 
tions P(z) and 2?(z), where P(z) is the skew projection onto 52 parallel to 
mIJ1, (i.e., f-P(z)f~Illl,, VIE H and 2(z)=PB(A-z)-‘(Z-P(z)). 
Operator-valued functions P(z), d(z) E [H, !2] and P*(z), J*(z) E 
[ 2, H] have the following properties : 
P’(z) At-= zY’(z)f, VfE %A); 
i!(z) Af=z!2(z)f+ Pef, vfE%4); 
A*Y*(z) = F’*(z); 
A*Li?*(z) =22*(z) + I,. 
We shall need the following simple but very useful formulas: 
P@*(z) = I,, 9*(z) P, = Y’*(z), P(z) I= 1, VlEi?!; 
P,S?*(z) = 0, 3*(z) P, = z?*(z), s!(z) l=O, VlE2, 
in which P, is the orthogonal projection onto 2. 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
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It is easy to see from (7.5) and (7.6) that for z E p(A, 2) the operators P, 
and p*(z) isomorphically map fl, onto 2 and Li onto ‘%:, respectively. 
2. Suppose that I7= (2, r,, T,} is an SBV, for the operator A*, 
M(z) is the Weyl function corresponding to it, and y(z) = (r, r,,J’ is 
y-field of A. 
The matrix-valued function 
one = ( 
all(z) %(Z) M(z) Y*k) rr! 
%1(Z) %2(Z) = > ( P,y(z) P,(& -z)-’ r, > (7.7) 
will be called (compare [37, 391) the preresolvent matrix of A corre- 
sponding to SBV ZZ = (2, ri, r, ) or Z7!G-preresolvent matrix of A. 
The following assertion is well known. We give the proof for the sake of 
completeness. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let A be a Hermitian operator in H, II = { 2, r, , r2} 
be an SBVfor A*, and 2 be a subspace of H. Then %!,(z)E(R),~~~. 
Prooj It is easy to see that ane(z) is holomorphic in C, u @- 
operator function with values in [X 0 f?] and &g,(z) = a&Z). We shall 
prove the inequality 
Im %&z) B 0, VZE@+, (7.8) 
which means that the operators @,Jz) are dissipative for all ZE C, . As 
0 E p(Im M(z)) and Im M(z) > 0 it is sufficient to show that 
PB(Im(2, -z)-‘)a P, (y(z)~y”)) (Im M(z)))’ (‘*(i)U’*(‘)) k9) 
We shall prove that equality takes place in (7.9). Indeed, in view of the 
relations, 
y(z) - y(Z) = (z - Z)(A”* -z)- l y(z), 
y*(z) - y*(z) = (z - 2) y*(z)@, -z)-‘, 
M(z) -M*(z) = (z - 2) y*(z) y(z), 
(7.10) 
we obtain the equality 
p Y(Z)-YW 
L? 2i 
(Im M(z))-' Y*(z)-Y*(z) 
2i r, 
=i (z-5) P,(JZ-z)-1 (A~,-z)-~ re=Pe(Im(Al,-z)-l), 
proving the proposition. i 
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Now assume that the set p(A; 2) is not empty. The matrix-valued 
function 
( 
b,,(z) b,*(z) 
> ( 
-1 
a22a12 
wn’(z)= b,,(z) b,,(z) = a;’ 
a22aii1all -a21 
-1 
> 
(7.11) 
al2 alI 
defined Vz E p(A, (i) will be called the LX?!-resolvent matrix of A corre- 
sponding to an SBV Z7= {X, rr, T2}. A Z7!&resolvent matrix has the 
properties 
W(z) Jw*(z) -J, o 
i(z-Z) ’ ’ 
w*(z) JW(z) - J> o 
i(z-2) ’ ’ 
J= O -i 
( ? iZ 0 ’ 
which follow, for example, from Proposition 14 and the general property of 
the transformation a&z) + W,, (z) or can be easily obtained from the 
Theorem 11. 
PROPOSITION 15. Suppose that 2 is a subspace of H, 17 = { 2, r,, r,} is 
an SBVfor A*, 4!YnC(z) is preresolvent matrix corresponding to it. Then 
@m(z) = o&(2) w2:(.q1 all(z) a12(z) o&(2)-’ a21(z) a22(z) > 
(7.12) 
0$1(z) = -r*i2*(z), o.&(z) = -r*ii?*(z), (7.13) 
4(z) = ~29*(z), w2*(z) = r,.P*(z). (7.14) 
Proof. From (7.13) and (7.14) we obtain the following expression for 
the Weyl function corresponding to the I7 = { !i?, rI, r,}, 
M(z) = 02:02*L(z)-1 = 02,(z)~1 0*2(z). (7.15) 
Further, the relations (7.14), (7.5), and y(z) = (r, r&l lead us to 
Ppy(z) w&(F)Z= PLIy(z) T2s*(z)z= P,B*(z)l= P,l= 1, VZE 2. 
Hence, 
P,y(z) = 02*1(z)-1. 
To find the needed expression for P,(a, - z)-r r, we solve the problem 
(A*-z)h=Z, T,h=O. (7.16) 
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A solution h of (7.16) may be sought in the form 
where 1, k E f?. Indeed, from (7.13) and (7.14) we have 
T,h= -o:,(z)/-w,*,(z)k=O. 
Hence 
k = -w2:(z) o:,(z)/, h = [Z?*(Z) + P*(z) w&(z)-~ w:~(z)]Z, 
i.e., VI E 2, 
(&z)-’ I= [L?i?*(z)+9*(z) w;,(z)-1 o;l(z)]l. (7.17) 
Hence taking into account (7.5), (7.6), we obtain the needed equality 
P,(AI,-z)~‘I=P,~*(z)+P,~*(z)w:,(z)~’o~,(z)l 
=w:,(z)-‘o~,(z)l. (7.18) 
Proposition follows now from (7.15)-(7.18). 1 
3. Here we find the expression for a LX?-resolvent matrix W,,(z), 
using the maps ri, r, and operator-valued functions q(z), Z?(z). 
In the present and next sections we need the following analogous of von 
Neumann’s formula. 
LEMMA 5. Let 2 be subspace of H, z E p,(A; 2). Then the following 
formula holds: 
C#(A*)=g(A) i Y*(z)f? i 2!*(z)2. (7.19) 
Conversely, if z E p( A, f?) and formula (7.19) take place then 5 E p(A; e), i.e., 
z~ps(A; 2). 
Proof Since z E p(A; 2), then there exist L?(Z), 2(z) E [H, 21 and 9*(z) 
is an isomorphism from 2 onto ‘iRz. It follows from (7.1)-(7.4) that 
9*(z)H=fnic9(A*), d*(z)Hcg(A*). Since 5~p(A;2), we have 
H=(A-2) 9(A) 4 52. Therefore VfE9(A*) there exist fAE9(A) and 
k E !i? such that 
(A*-z)f=(A-5)f,+k, 
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whence using (7.4) we obtain 
i.e., g,=f-fa--2*(z)kE!RZi. Since 9*(Z)L!=9JZ, then there exists 1~2 
such that g,=g*(z)l. Hence 
f=fA + .Y’*(z)l+ z?*(z)k. (7.20) 
Uniqueness of representation (7.20) follows immediately from the condition 
2 E p(A; 2). 
Conversely, let z E p(A; 2) and the equality (7.19) takes place. Applying 
the operator A* -5 to both sides of the equality (7.19), we obtain 
H=(A*-F) g(A*)=(A-5) 9(A) i f?. If (A”-Z)fa+I=O for some 
fA Ed? and ZEQ!, then fA +~*+)ZE%,, whence fA = I=0 by virtue of 
(7.19). 1 
Put 
THEOREM 11. Let 9 be a subspace of H, 17 = { 2, rl, r,} be an SBV of 
the operator A*. Then for all z E p,(A, 2) the operator-valued function 
W(Z) = -u-G*(z))* = 
-r*Li!*(z) 
-r 9*(z) E w 21 (7.22) 
1 
coincides with the IIC-resolvent matrix of operator A and the identity 
W(z) JW*(r) =J+ i(z - i) G(z) G*(c) (7.23) 
is valid. The operator W(z,) is invertible for all z0 E p,(A; !I?) and W(z,) -’ E 
CQ!oQl, Vz,~~s(A;fi). 
Proof. First, we prove that the operator W(z,) is invertible for all 
z,, E p,(A; 2). Since Vl= (I,, 1,) E i? 0 2, 
w*(z,)l= 
( 
-~*(~*(z,) ZL - ~‘*(zcJ 4) 
-~l(~*hl) I, -~‘*(d 4) > ’
then the relations ker W*(z,) =0 and W-‘(z,) E [f!@e] follow now from 
Lemma 5. 
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Let us prove the identity (7.23). Putting I= (I,, 1, >, k = (k,, k,) E 
2@0, 
.f’= s*(i) 1, -P*(i) I,, g = d*(z) k, -P*(z) k,, 
we obtain, by (7.3))(7.7), 
(W(z) JW*(~)l, k) = (JW*([)l, W*(z)k) 
= i(r,(s*(O 1, -p*(i) M, Z-,(2*(z) k, -p*(z) 4) 
-U,(~*(l) 1, -p*(i) 41, T,(~*(z) k, -p*(z) 4) 
= i(T, .L f2 g) - i(f,f, r, g) 
= $4 *.L 8) - ui A *g) 
=i(iTf+ll, g)-i(f,%+k,) 
= 4~ - I)(f, g) + @,, g) - i(.L k,) 
= 4~ - C)(L g) - 41,) k,) + 44, k,) 
= (Jl, k) - i(z - [)(G*(i)l, G*(z)k). 
So, (7.23) is proved. 
Let us prove that W(z) = Wnr(z), where W,,(z) has been defined by the 
formula (7.11). To prove it we use the identities 
W(z) JR’*(Z) = J, W*(Z) JW(z) = J (7.24) 
which follow from (7.23) if [ = z~p~(A, f?) and the invertibility of the 
matrix W(z) for ZEP~(A, I?). We have from (7.24), (7.13), (7.14): 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
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It follows from (7.11), (7.25t(7.32), and Proposition 13 that 
b,,(z) = %2(Z) 44 = dl(~)rl 61(3 %1(Z) = w,,(z); 
b,,(z) = a,‘(z) =%1(z); 
The theorem is proved. 
Remark 18. The identity (7.23) means that the matrix-function W(z) 
defined by (7.22) is the Cresolvent matrix of the operator A in the sense 
of [39,40]. So, on the one hand, Theorem 11 gives us the way to calculate 
an LLresolvent matrix of the operator A in terms of the SBV I7= 
{ !& ri, r,} and, on the other hand, establishes the equivalence of defini- 
tions from 136, 391. 
Remark 19. Note also that any L?-resolvent matrix (in the sense of 
[39,40]) can be obtained by the formula (7.22) for some SBV. Indeed 
the 17,!i?-resolvent matrix W,(z) = Wnle(z) corresponding to the SBV 
17, = {f?, r:, ri} is by virtue of (7.23) an Cresolvent matrix in the sense 
of [39]. If W,(z) is another g-resolvent matrix, then by virtue of (7.23) it 
is connected with W,(z) by the equality W,(z) = W,(z) U, where U is a 
constant J-unitary matrix. Define an SBV l7, = {L?, r:, ri > by 
(7.33) 
Now we obtain from (7.33) and (7.22) that W,(z) = W,,,(z). 
4. It has been shown by M. G. Krein and S. N. Saakjan [39] that 
if a = ti E b(A) there exists an Cresolvent matrix W(z) of the form 
W(z) = I- i(z - a) G(z) G*(u)J. (7.34) 
We complete their result by constructing the SBV Z7= { !i?!, rl, r2} for 
which W,,(z) has the same form. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let a = a E p(A; 2) and !2 be a subspuce of H. Then we 
can define the SBV II= { 2, rl, r2j for A*, putting Vf E g(A*), 
r,f =S(u)(A*-u)f, r,f =P,f-qu)(A*-u)f: (7.35) 
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Proof Let us show that the mapping r= (f,, r2): g(A*) -+ Q@Q is 
surjective. For I = (I,, f2 > E S @ 2 we define f E 9(A*) by the equality 
Hence, using the formulas (7.5)-(7.7), we obtain 
Z-, f = Y(a)(A* -a) Z?*(u) I, =9(u) 1, = I,; (7.36) 
r,.f = P,(P*(a) I,+%*(u) I,) - PL!3?(a)(A* -a) Z?*(u) I, = I,. (7.37) 
Let us verify the Green identity. By Lemma 5, for all f, g E 9(A*), 
f=fA+~*(u)I,+~*(u)I,, g = g, + 9’*(u) k, + 9*(u) k,, 
where fA, g, E 9(A) and 1,, kj~ 2, (j= 1,2). It follows from (7.3), (7.4) 
that 
A*f = AfA + u(~F’*(u) I, + 2?*(u) I,) + I,, 
A*g=Ag,+u(.9’*(a)k,+~*(u)k,)+k,. 
Hence 
(A% g)-(J;A*g)=(l,,k,)-(l,,k,). (7.38) 
On the other hand, by (7.36) and (7.37), 
(f,~Tzg)-(T,f,r,g)=(l,,k,)-(l,,k,). (7.39) 
So the Green identity follows from (7.38), (7.39). 
Remark 20. The SBV 17 = { !i!, ri, r2} constructed in Proposition 16 is 
positive in the sense of [26,45]. Indeed, for all f, gECS(A*), we have 
f=f2+fA, g=gz+g,, where f2, g2e9(a2) and f,, g,E!R2,. Therefore, 
((A*-a)f, g)=(g(a)(A*-a)f, g--f2(a)(A*-a)g) 
+ ((A* - u)f, (I- .9’*(u)) g + 9*(u) 22(u)(A* - a) g) 
=(r,f,r,g)+((A*-a)f,,+(l-p*(a))g, 
+ g*(a) ~(u)(A* -a) gz) 
=(LLGg)+((&4f*, gz--*(a)r*g,) 
=cr,.L ~*g)+((&-.)f2~ gz). 
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PROPOSITION 17. Suppose, that 9 is a subspace of H, a = ILE p(A, 9), 
and II= (2, r1, r,> is an SBV of the form (7.35). Then the corresponding 
IX!-resolvent matrix W,,(z) has the form 
(7.40) 
where 
A(z) = (2 -a) 2?(z) 2?*(a), C(z) = (z -a) 2(z) 9*(a) + z, 
B(z) = (z-a) 9(z) S*(a) - Z, D(z) = (z - a) 9(z) 9*(a). 
ProoJ It follows from (7.3)-(7.6), (7.22), and (7.35), that 
wfl(z) = -rz2?*(z) = -P&l*(z) + qa)(A* -a) 92*(z) 
= (Z-a) 9!(a) S?*(z) = A*(z), 
CL&(z) = -f Is*(z) = -!Y(a)(A* -a) s*(z) 
= -.Y(a)(z- a) 22*(z) - .Y(a) P, 
= -(Z- a) Lqa) 2?*(z) - I, = -c*(z), 
o&(z) = r*??*(z) = P&Y’*(z) - qa)(A* -a) Y’*(z) 
= I- (Z-a) S!(a) 9*(z) = -B*(z), 
Ofi = T1.P’*(z) = B(a)(A* -a) 9*(z) 
= (Z-a) 9qa) Y*(z) = C@*(z). 1 
5. Let j be the operation of complex conjugation in a Hilbert space 
H, i.e., j(A, fi + A2 f2) = 1, jfi + 1, jf2 and j* = I. Recall that an operator 
T’= jT*j is called a transposed operator for the operator T. A Hermitian 
operator A for which jQ(A) = g(A) and Aj = jA is called symmetric or 
j-real. An operator TE [&I is called symplectic if T’jT= TjT’ = j. 
Operator-valued function which is holomorphic in Q = Sz (z E Q *Z E Sz) 
is called j-real, if F(Z) = jF(z) j. 
It has been shown in [39] that for a j-real operator A c A* and sub- 
space L! c H, jr! = !G, the !&resolvent matrix W,,(z) can also be chosen 
j-real and symplectic. 
We complete this assertion. 
DEFINITION 11 [28]. An SBV n= { 2, ri, r,}, where I! c H is called 
j-real if 
jAj = A, ji?=!i?, jT1=rl j re, jr,=r,j re. 
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PROPOSITION 18. Let I? be a s&space of H, Z7 = { 2, r, , r,} be a j-real 
SBV. Then Z79-preresolvent and ZX-resolvent matrices U,,(z) and W,,(z) 
are also j-real and, besides, W,,(z) is symplectic. 
Proof: First of all we will show that operator-valued functions P(z) 
and S(z) are j-real. Indeed, it follows from the relations: f = (A -z) fA, 
+g, (fA E 9(A), g E ii?), jf= (A - 5) jfA + jg, because jA = Aj, jf! = f?. 
Further, using equality P, j= jPp, we obtain 
jZ?(z)= jP,(A -z)-’ (Z-Y(z))= PJA -z)--’ (I-g(z))j=%(z)j. 
Hence, 
jT222*(z) = r2 jS?*(z) = T,ti?*(Z) j, jr, S?*(z) = T,22*(Z) j. 
Therefore by Theorem 11 we have (j@ j) W,,(z) = W&5)( j@ j), which 
completes the proof of the first assertion. The second assertion follows from 
the identity 
W’(z) JW(z) = jW*(z) jJW(z) = j2 W*(Z) JW(z) = W*(Z) JW(z) = J. 
The proposition is proved. 1 
6. Here we describe some classes of Cresolvents of A, using the 
E&resolvent matrix W,,(z). Recall that the operator-valued function 
P,R, rE is called an B-resolvent of A (see [39]). The collection of 
Cresolvents of A such that R,ELY(cI, fi) is denoted by !Sz(cc, B) (the class 
a”,( - co, 0) coincides with the class L2,+ in [30, 361). 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that A is a Hermitian operator with gap (a, p), 
Li is a subspace of H, ZZ= {X, rl, r2} is an SBV for which A”* = A”, 
(A2 = ap), W,,(z) is the corresponding ZZCresolvent matrix. Then 
Vz E o(A; 9) the formula 
P,(J -z)-l re = C%(Z) +I + ~,2(z)lc~z,(z) +I + %(Z)l -I (7.41) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between P, R, re E QK(q b) and 
t(z) l SsK(a, 8) (resp. z(z) E S~(CL, /?)). 
ProoJ Applying the operator P, to the both sides of (6.1) and taking 
(7.11) and (7.12) into account we obtain 
P&L-~ r,=~~(d,-~)rl re-~eV(Z)(~(Z)+~(~))-ly2(2) rr 
=a22(z) - a21(z)(a11(z) + +))-' a12(z). (7.42) 
2 In the corresponding part of 1381 there is an inaccuracy: the operators a,;‘(z) and 
au’(z) become unbounded if 2, and aK are not transversals. 
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As P, isomorphically maps ‘Jz, onto f? for ZE p(A; g), then a;‘(z) E 
[X”, f?], alz(z) E [e, YE’]. Therefore 
&(A” - z)-’ r, = %2(Z) -%,(4C%i’(4W) + all(z))1 -l 
= ~~22C~lz’~(z)+~u’~,ll-~,,~{~,‘~(z)+~,’~,,}-’ 
= CWll(Z) z(z) + %(z)lc~*,(z) T(Z) + %&)I-’ 
To complete the proof it is sufficient to apply Theorem 10. 1 
7. In [40] M. G. Krein and S. N. Saakjan have established the 
connection between an f?-resolvent matrix W(z) of the operator A on the 
one hand and the characteristic operator-function of some %Y-colligation on 
the other hand. 
We show that the Z’E-resolvent matrix W,,(z) coincides with the 
characteristic function W,(z) by A. V. Strauss [56] of some unbounded 
operator with nondense domain. 
Recall the following definition of [56] for the characteristic operator 
function W,(z) of the unbounded closed operator T for which C#( T) = H 
and p(T) # $3. 
DEFINITION 12 [56]. Suppose that E is a separable complex Hilbert 
space with an indefinite scalar product [f, g] = (Jf, g), where JE [E], 
J= J* = JP ‘, and r is a linear mapping from CB( T) onto E such that 
(T’L g)H - (f, Ts)H = i[IC... 01 = i(Jrf, Q)E. (7.43) 
Operator r is called a boundary operator for T. Let r’ be a boundary 
operator for -T*, C@(r’) = g( T*), r’g( T*) = E. The characteristic 
function W,(z): E + E of the operator T is defined by the formula 
W,(Z) rf = r’g(z), (f Eg(T), zip)> (7.44) 
where f E 9(T) and g(z) is a solution of the equation (T* -z) g(z) = 
CT- z)J: 
If ~?8( T) #H but p(T) # @ then W,(z) is defined by the same formula 
(7.44) with the only difference: the boundary operator r’ and the Green 
identity should be written for the relation 0;C. instead of the operator T*. 
Here 0; is the relation adjoint to the relation 13*= {<f, Tf) : f E 9(T)). 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that A is a Hermitiun operator in H, 2 is a 
subspuce of H, p,(A, 2)#12/, II= {f?, r,,r2) is a SBVfor A*, 
T=A* r9L. (7.45) 
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Then P,~(A; f!) c p(T) c p(A; S?) and there exists a characteristic operator- 
function W,(z) of T having the ,form (7.22); i.e., W,(z) coincides with the 
Ill?-resolvent matrix W,,(z). 
Proof Let us show that p(T) lpV(A; 2). As z~p,,(A; I!), then by 
Lemma 5, 9(A*)= 9(A) $ Y*(Z)2 $ 3!*(Z)2. Therefore if ME% and 
(r-z)f=O, then 
f=fA + P’*(Z) 1, + ii!‘*(Z) I,, fl 2, (A-z)fa+I,=O, 
whence fA =I,=O, i.e., f =9*(Z) I,. By (7.5), O=P,f=P,9*(.?) I, =l,. 
So, I, = 0 and ker(T- z) = (0). Further, any gE H is represented by 
g = (A -z) g, + k for some g, E 9(A) and k E 2. Putting 
f= g, -P*(Z) P, g, + 9*(z)k, 
we obtain that f E 9(A*) and fl 2, i.e., f E 9(T). Furthermore, 
(T-z)f=(A-z)g,+k=g. So p(T)lpp,(A;L?). To prove another inclu- 
sion let us consider relation OF, which is adjoint to the relation 
fl,= {(f, Tf) :f~g(T)}; i.e., 8, is the graph of operator T. It is easy to 
see that 
e;= {(f, Af+I) :feg(A), IE!G}. (7.46) 
Let z E p( T). Then Z E p(0;), whence by virtue of (7.46), H = (A - Z) 
9(A) i 2, i.e., ZE p(A; f?). So the inclusion p(T) c p(A; 2) is proved. 
To prove the second assertion of the theorem put 
E=L!@Q, (7.47) 
It follows from (7.45) and Definition 1 that 
This identity means that r, defined by (7.47), is a boundary operator 
for T. Similarly, putting 
(7.48) 
we obtain that r’ is a boundary operator for ( -0;). Indeed for 
cpi= (fj, Ax.+ Zi) E OF, the Green identity holds: 
-(Af,+I,,f,)+(f,,Af,+I,)=(f,,f,)-(I,,f,)=i(Jr'cp,,r'cp,). 
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Further, if cp = (f, Af+ 1) E OF, then (f, (A-z)f+1)~(0F-z1). It is 
easy to see that the equation (T - z) g(z) = (A - z)f + I has a unique solu- 
tion, g(z)=f-P*(Z)P,f+.9*(z)Z. 
Hence by (7.47), 
The characteristic function W,;(z) of the relation 19: is defined (see 
(7.44)) by the equality W,;(z)T’cp = T’g(z), whence by (7.48) we obtain 
y?,(z) = 
( 
r, 9*(z) r19*(z) 
-r*s*(z) > -rzs?*(z) . 
It is easy to see from Definition 11, that W,;(z) = W,(z)-‘. Hence by the 
well-known identity W;(z) JW,(Z) = J, Vz E p,(A; L?), we obtain 
-r*s!*(z) rz.!Y*(z) = -rl!i?*(z) r,P*(z) = WC*(z), G(z) = 
The theorem is proved. i 
8. EXTENSIONS OF A HERMITIAN OPERATOR WITH GAPS 
1. Now we consider a Hermitian operator A with finitely or 
infinitely many spectral gaps (aj, pi), 1 < j < m < co. An extension A” is said 
(see [IS]) to be “regular” at the endpoints of the gaps if there are sj > 0 
(1 <,j<m) such that 
n= (j {(aj,clJ+Ej)u(Pj-Ej'Bj)}cP(a) 
j= 1 
(or, equivalently, the Weyl function corresponding to the extension 2 
is regular in A). All extensions have this property in the case when 
n,(A)< 02. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose that A is a Hermitian operator with m gaps 
(a,, pi), (1 <j < m) such that the extremal extensions a,,, As, E L,(aj, pi) 
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are transversals for all j < m and there exists the extension A” “regular” at the 
endpoints of the gaps (cx,, /I’;), 1 <j< m, and a transversal to the operators 
am for j < m, and to the operators d,, jbr j 2 m, + 1, where 0 < m, 6 m. If 
II= (2, rl, r,} is an SBV such that a2 = d, M(z) is the corresponding 
Weyl function and 0 = 0* is linear relation in ST’, then 
dim E,-&a,, p,) = k, 0 dim EB,( - co, 0) = k, (1 6jdm,) (8.1) 
dim Ed&~, , 13,) = kj 0 dim E,(O, + CC ) = k, (m, <j<m) (8.2) 
where 
ej=(M(/?j)-M(a,))-‘-(M(~j)-o)-‘, j<m,; 
o,= (M(a,)-M(p,))p - (M(a,)-0)-l, jam,+l, 
and (8.3) 
(M(Pj)-M(aj)lp'=~~ ("(PjB,)-M(x))-'3 j6m,; 
(M(aj) - M(13,))-’ = lii (M(aj) - M(x))-‘, j<m,fl. 
i 
Proof: Let j< m,. It follows from Proposition 10(a) that the operator- 
valued function M,(z) = (M(B,) -M(z))-’ is the Weyl function corre- 
sponding to the S_BV is, Tij, rzj) for which TV = r?, rzj = M(/?,) rz - rl 
and A”,=A” a,, A,=A (here 9(a,j)= ker ri,, 9(Azj) = ker rlj). As the 
extensions AD, and aa, are transversals then there exists 
S-,l$ (M(flj) - M(X))pl = Mj(aj). (8.4) 
Denote by (M(b,)-M(cr,))-’ the operator Mj(aj) from (8.4). It is easy 
to see that in the SBV (2, T,j, r,} the extension & can be represented 
as 
where gj is the relation gj= (M(flj) - 0))‘, i.e., f~s(A”~) = 9(ae,)o 
Cr2j, rlj> E gj. 
Note also that gj~(l;(X), if 2, and A, are disjoint, and gje [%‘I, if 2, 
and a4 are transversals. By Corollary 7 and the inclusion Mj(aj) E CM] we 
obtain 
dim E,,(aj, fij) = k, 0 dim Eg,- M(q)(O, -t- 00) 
=kjodimE,,(-cc,O)=kj. 
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In exactly the same way we obtain (8.2) for j3 m, + 1. This completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 15. Under the conditions of the Theorem 14 the class 
nycl Q”l(aj, Pj) is nonempty if and only if there is a z(z) E (R), such that 
C”(Bj)-M(N,,)l-l - C”(Bj) + T(z)l-’ E ,Ty(ccj9 Pji,, jbm,; (8.5) 
C”taj,) - M(Bj)l ~ ’ - [“(aj) + T(z)] e-L E s$K’(clj, B,X jb m, + 1. (8.6) 
In this case the formula 
R,=P(A-z)-’ r,=(&z)-‘-y(z)(z(z)+M(z))-‘y*(z) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between [wz E n sZ“j(oc,, flj) and the 
collection of the operator-valued functions r(z) E (I?)# satisfying the condi- 
tions (SS), (8.6). 
THEOREM 16. Additionally to the conditions of Theorem 14, let !2 be a 
subspace of H and W,,(z) = (o.r,(~)):~= 1 be the corresponding IX-resolvent 
matrix. Then the formula 
P,R, rc = [%1(Z) t(z) + %(Z)lC%(Z) T(Z) + ~&)I -’ (8.7) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between P, Iwz rs E (J,“= 1 sZ~(cc,, fi,) 
and the collection of the operator-valued functions z(z) E (I?),, satisfying the 
conditions (8.5), (8.6). 
The proof of Theorems 15 and 16 can be obtained from Theorems 10 
and 11 in the same way as the proof of Theorem 14 was obtained from 
Theorem 5. 
Remark 21. If n+(A) = n(A) < cc in Theorem 14 then we can first 
take as A” any extension which is disjoint with AN, or JP, for all j<m. 
Second, we can always achieve the disjointness of the extensions a,,, Ja, in 
the case when the set fly= I L,(aj, /3,) contains more than one element, 
taking instead of A certain of its extensions A, c A: c A*. This is an 
analogue of the undetermined case. 
2. Recall that a Hermitian operator A is called Q-entire, if L? c H 
and p(A; 2) = @. In this case 9(z) and 9(z) (see [7]) are entire operator- 
valued functions. 
Here we consider an f?-entire Hermitian operator A c A* with defect 
numbers n+(A) = 1 and obtain the criterion, in terms of the Z7!i?-resolvent 
matrix W&z), of the existence of generalized extensions A = a* preserving 
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the gaps (~11, pi), 1 < j < m, i.e., the criterion for the set n, Q”(xj, /Iji, to be 
not empty. 
Let l7= { 53, I-, , r,} be a SBV for an Q-entire operator A with 
n,(A)= 1, 
A(z) -C(z) = 
-B(z) S(z) > (8.8) 
that is the entire nQ-resolvent matrix of the form (7.22) corresponding to 
it. If (aj, /Ii), 1 6 j Q m, are the intervals on the real line R, we define the 
functions Bj(z), gj(z), (j~h,, j<m) by setting 
1 B(z) Wz) 1 B,(z) =- B(z) %z) 
z- Bj B(Bj) g(Bj) ’ 
LiiJj(Z) =- 
z-aj B(cl,) 9(cfj) (8.9) 
and, further, forj=(j,,j,,...,j,)=(j’,j,)EZ’,; maj,>j,> . ..>j.>l; 
r > 2, by setting 
1 
Bj(Z) =- 
z - Bj, 
q(z)=’ 
z - aj, 
Let f(z) be an entire function. Denote by nullYC,)(cL, 8) and null,.CZ,[cl, /I] 
the number of its zeros in the open interval (a, p) and the closed interval 
[u, /I], respectively. 
LEMMA 6. Let f,(z), f2(z) be entire functions without common zeros and 
F(z) = fl(z)/fi(z) (f const) belong to the class (R). Then F(z) maps the 
interval (a, B) into R = R v (co } injectively if and only ly the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) A=fi(8)fi(~)-fi(~)f2(B)~O; 
(b) either nu11/2CZJ(cI, /I) =0 or null/zC,Jtl, B) = nullfZCZj[tl, /I] = 1. 
Besides, if conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, the mapping F(z) : [a, /?I -+ R 
is a surjkctive if and only if A = 0. 
Proof If the function fi(z) has no zeros on the interval (~1, /I) then F(z) 
is holomorphic and monotonically increasing on (a, /I) because F(z) E (R). 
Therefore the mapping F’(x): (tl, /I) + IR’ is an injection, f2(ct) fi(jl) > 0 and 
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condition (a) follows from the condition null/,(,,(a, 8) = 0 because of the 
equivalence 
Note also that in this case under the condition A = 0, the following 
equivalence holds: f*(a) = 0 o fi(fl) = 0. 
Let now nullf2(Z)(~, 8) = null/,,,,[a, /J] = 1; i.e., f*(z) has one zero on 
(a, /?) and fi(a) f#?) < 0. In this case F(z) has one pole on (a, /I) and the 
mapping F(x): (a, p) + R is an injection if and only if F(a) > F(b), i.e., the 
inequality A > 0 holds. 
Remark 22. Condition (b) in Lemma 6 can be replaced by 
(b’) either nulI,-&cI, fi) = 0 or null,.,(ZJa, 8) = nullfic,,[a, B] = 1. 
It follows from the inclusion -F(z)-’ = -f2(z)fi(z)-’ E(R). 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that {I?!, rI, r,} is an SBV of !&entire Hermitian 
operator A with defect numbers n,(A) = 1, M(z) and W,,(z) are the Weyl 
function and the IT&resolvent matrix corresponding to it (see (8.8)), and 
B,(z), Dj(z) are defined by the formulas (8.9~(8.10). ZfM(z) maps each of 
the intervals (uj, /?,), 1 < j < m, into R = [w u { KI } injectively and L~~(/?,J 2 0 
for j=(j,, j2,..., j,)=(j’, j,)eZ’,, (rB2; m>j,>j,> ... >j,al) then 
the following holds: 
(a) gj(x)>O, B,(X)>03 Vx~(aj,Pj),j~~+,j~m; 
(b) q(x)>O, B,(x)>O, VxE(Mj,,B/,), j=(j’, j,)EZ:; m>j,> 
j,> ,.. >j,al; 2<r<m; 
(cl for k #j (k, je z,) either nulL&q, Bd = 0 or nuk&~k, Bk) 
= nulla,(,Jfh Bkl = 1; 
(d) for j= (j’, j,) E h’+ (2 d r < m) and k #j, either nulla,(,Jak, Pk) 
= 0 or nullq~,~(ak, Pk) = nullB,,(,Jak, B J = 1; 
(e) Mj(z)= B,(z)/9Tj(z)E S(aj, pi) for jeZ’+, j<m and Mj(z) = 
Bj(z)/9j(z)ES(aj,, pj,) for j= (j’, j,)EZ:, 2<r<m; 
(f) the mappings Mj(x): (ak, /Ik) + R = Iw u { a3 } are injections for 
jEZ1, l<r<m-l.andl<k<m-1. 
ProoJ 1. The Weyl function M(z) has (see (7.15)) the following form 
M(z) = B(z) 3(z)-‘. Since M(z) maps the interval (aj, pi) into R injectively 
(j< m), the inequality gj(fl,) = Bj(aj) 2 0 follows from Lemma 6 and 
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assertion (a) is proved. Put B,(Z) = (2 - 8,) B,(Z), G,(Z) = (Z-U,) %,(=), 
1 < .j d IYI. Let us consider the functions 
B-(z) 
lq(z)=-- = u+(Z) M,(z) = M(z) W,) - WP,) 
G,(z) M(z) qai) - B(a,)’ 
(8.11) 
where u,(z) = (z - fli)(z - a,) ‘. If 
(8.12) 
then fij(z) E (R) because M(z) E (R). Clearly fi,(z) maps (Q, ljk) into R 
injectively for all k <m because M(z) has the same properties. It is easy to 
see that Bj(z) and Bj(z) have no common zeros in intervals (Mu, Pk), 
Vk d m, if inequality (8.12) takes place. 
Therefore the assertion (c) follows from Lemma 6 and the obvious equali- 
ties nullb,,(z,(ak, B )= null,,Ja,, Bklr nul16,cZjCak, Pkl = nullD,cz,Cch, Bkl
Vk # j. Assertion (f) for Jo Z + follows from assertions (c), Lemma 6, and 
the condition D,k(Bk)aO. This last inequality is the consequence of the 
evident relation 
D,k(Bk) = (a, -Pj)(ak - Bk) -’ &i(fiji) (16k<m, k#j) 
and the hypothesis of the lemma Dki(/Ij) > 0 for k > j. Note also that asser- 
tion (a) can be easily obtained from assertion (c) and the inequalities: 
(M(z) E (R) 3) D,(a,) = B’(aj) D(aj) - B(a,) D’(a,) > 0, Dj(Bj) > O. 
Further, it follows from the inequalities B,(x), D,(x) >O, oj(x) ~0, 
Vx E (E,, /?,), that fij(x) < 0, Vx E (a,, /I,). Consequently, fij(z) E Spo(a,, fl,) 
and M,(Z) = U,(Z) L@~(z)E S+O(oCj, a,) - S(O~,, /Ij). 
In the case Dj (/I,) = 0 (j E Z + ), the proof can be easily obtained from the 
preceding one if we consider intervals (a,, /Ii-s) instead of the interval 
(clj, /I,) and note that Dj(fij - E) > 0 for all E E (0, /I, - 01,). 
2. We shall prove assertions (a)-(e) for j E 77; (r 2 2) by induc- 
tion. Suppose that the assertions (a)-(e) have been proved for 
j’ = (j, ) . ..) j,-i)~Z;-‘, r<m and we prove them for j=(j’,j,)~.Z’+. 
Put B,(z) = (z-p,,) tj(z), b,(z) = (z - ccjr) D,(z), and suppose that 
gj(pj,) > 0. Then the function 
= Loi, M,(z) = 
Mj'(z) 9j'(Bj,) - Bj'(Bj,) 
Mj.(z) 9js(ajJ - Bj.(ajr) 
(8.13) 
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belongs to the class (R) as M,(z) E (R) and 
(8.14) 
It follows from (8.13) that fij(z) maps each interval (a,, /Ik) into R injec- 
tively (1 d k < m), because Mj(z) has the same properties. The functions 
Bj(z) and gj(z) have no common zeros in the intervals (c(,, /Ik), Vk<m if 
(8.14) holds. Therefore the assertion (d) follows from Lemma 6. The 
assertion (b) also follows from the inequality (8.14) and Lemma 6. 
To prove assertion (f) we use the following relations: 
i,i) if i = (j,k) = (jl,...,js, jsfl ,... ,j,,k), 4 = (jl,...,j.y+l, 
j,, . . . . .j,, k) E Z:+ ’ and s < r, then 
(ii) ifi=(j,k)EZ’,t’, iI=(j, ,..., jrp,,k, j2)Ezr++‘, then 
~i(Bk)=(ej,-',,)(Bk-'k)~' %i,(bjr). (8.16) 
It follows from (8.15) (8.16), and the hypothesis of Lemma 7 that 
G&(bk)>O for i=(j, k)EZ’,i’. Consequently assertion (f) for Mj(z), 
(jE Zl), follows from assertion (d), Lemma 6, and the last inequalities. 
To prove the assertion (e) we note that fij(x) < 0 for all x E (ai,, flj,) 
because wj,(x) = (x - B,,)(x - OLD,) < 0 and, by assertion (c) proved above, 
B,(x) >O, gj(x) >O for all xE (aj,, pjr). So fij(z)E Spo(aj,, /Iji,) and 
Mj(z) ="jr(z) fij(z) E S+(aj,, Bj,) E S(aj,, Bj,). 
In the case gj(/Zij,) = 0 (j= (j’, j,)), the proof of assertions (b)-(e) easily 
follows from the preceding considerations, if we use assertion (e) obtained 
for M,(z) and the inequalities 0,(/I,, - E) > 0 for all E E (0, b,, - aJ,) which 
follow from it. The lemma is proved. 1 
Recall that P,E, re is called an !2-spectral function of a Hermitian 
operator A (E, is the resolution of the identity for an arbitrary selfadjoint 
extension A” = d* 2 A acting fix H and P, is orthoprojection of A 
onto 2). 
Let G,=Ujm=i (aj,flj), E,=R\G,, and IC=(IC,,IC~ ,..., IC,,,)EZ~. 
Denote by V, (E,; K) the collection of 2-spectral functions of A such that 
dim E(aj. /3,)H= ‘c,, 1 < j<m. 
THEOREM 17. suppose that Z7= (2, r,, r,}, (2 c H) is an SBV for 
Q-entire Hermitian operator A with defect numbers n,(A) = 1 and gaps 
(aj,&), ldj<mEZ+. Suppose also that the extensions A, and AC,, are 
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disjoint for all j< m (i.e., the indeterminate case takes place for each gap 
(aj, pj), 1 <j< m, and A”p, and az(9(A”z) = ker F,) are disjoint for all j< m 
too. Then VJE,) : = V,(E,; 0) # @ (o (lj Q”(ccj, /3,) # 0) if and only if 
vii = (j’, jr) = (jl, A, -., j,)EZ’, (2<r<m) such that ma j, > j,> ... > 
j, 3 1, the inequalities 
take place. 
DjCPj,) = Bj(aj,) 3 O (8.17) 
Further, the set VJE,) is infinite tfand only ifall the inequalities in (8.17) 
are strict; otherwise the set V,(E,) consists of one element. If the set V,(E,) 
is infinite, the formula 
&I T(Z) - C(z) 
B(z) T(Z) -D(z) 
(8.18) 
establishes a bijective correspondence between F(t) E V,(E,, K) and 
z(z) E (i?) such that 
B(aj) T(z) -D(aj) 
'J(') = I T(z) _ I "(Cr,y fij), 
l<j<m. (8.19) 
The same formula, (8.18), also establishes the bijective correspondence 
between F(t) E V,(E,; tc) and z(z) E (2) such that ~~j(z) E S+“~(ol,, /Ii), 
l<jdm. 
Proof Sufficiency. The Weyl function M(z) has the form M(z) = 
B(z) D(z)-’ (see Lemma 7). By Proposition 10, M,(z) = (M(orj) - M(z))-’ 
is the Weyl function corresponding to the extension a%, (1 <j< m). 
Therefore, M,(z) is a regular function in the interval (fj, fl,). Besides, 
there exists lim, t s, M,(x) = M,,(/?,) < co, since am, and A8,-are disjoint. 
Consequently, M(z) maps each interval (mj, /?,) into R = R u { 00 } 
injectively. By Lemma 7, Dj(/?j) > 0 (0 M&Ii) < co ), Vj < m, 0, (x) > 0 for 
all x E (aj, Bj), and null,,~,,(a,, Bk) = nullDj~z~[ak, B l< 1 for all k #j, 
k < m. Therefore, 
and, if we replace r(z) E (i?) by -r(z))r E (i?), the relations (8.5) in 
Theorems 15 and 16 can be rewritten as 
B(aj) T(Z) - D(aj) 
‘j(‘)= B(Bj) T(Z) - D(bj) 
E S+KI(aj, /I,), l<j<m, (8.20) 
and the equality (8.7) because of (8.8) takes the form (8.18). 
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Denote by SVJE,) the collection of functions z(z) E (x) such that con- 
ditions (8.19) are satisfied. In other words, the formula (8.15) establishes 
the bijective correspondence between F(t) E V,JE,) and z(z) E SV,(E,). 
We shall need the formulas (8.21) and (8.22) which follow from (8.20): 
(8.22) 
Further, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict our consideration suppos- 
ing m =2, i.e., G, = G, = (aI, pi)u (az, fi2). In this case the conditions 
(8.17) take the form 
%1(B1)=B21(a1)~0. (8.23) 
Let us consider cases (al) and (a2): 
(al) Let null~(,Ja,, /Ii) = 0. Then g2(a1) g2(p,) 2 0. Putting in 
WO), 
T(Z) = LS(a2) B(a,)-’ l (8); (8.24) 
we obtain t2(z) = 0 and 
B(a,) Wa2) - Na2) Wall a2 - a1 gl(a2) ,. 
T1(z)= II@,) 9(a2) - B(a2) L@(pl) =- -’ a2-B1 Bl(a2) ’ 
because Bl(a2) = &(fl,), L@(a,) = g2(al). So T(Z) E SV,(E2). 
If Q2(al) g2(/11) > 0 or &(al) = 0 (a 6@#?i) # 0) then the functions 
T(z) _ C=W2) - Wa2) 
CWM - B(a2) ’ 
(C = const > 0) 
also satisfy the conditions (8.19) for j= 1, 2 if C> 0 is small enough. 
Indeed, tZ(z) - C> 0 and if g2(a1) g2(/3,) > 0, then 
for C ( > 0) small enough. 
In the case B2(a,) = 0, the inequality zl(x) > 0 follows from the implica- 
tion that ~~,(81)>O~B,(a,)~2(B,)>0. As it follows from (8.31) (see 
below), the set VJE,) is infinite also in the case &(/!I,) = 0 (a G&(al) ~0). 
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Since the function M2(z) = B2(z) @(z) ’ is holomorphic in (cY,, p, ) if 
null,CT,(cc,, /I,) = 0, the condition @,(fi,) > 0 is satisfied automatically by 
virtue of Lemma 7. 
In exactly the same way we can choose the solutions T(Z) = 
a(~,) B(a,))‘, r(z) = 9(/I,) B(b,) -I, t(z) = jl(b2) B(/12)~ ‘, so that they 
belong to SV,(E,) in each of the following cases: 
(ai) nub)I~z~(~2, 8 )=0-=-%11(~2) %(P2)20; 
(47 nullgl~lJ~2, P2) = 00 B,(a2) B1(B2) 2 0; 
(a?) null,,c,,(~l,B1)=O~~2(~,)~2(P,)~0, 
respectively. 
(8.25) 
(8.26) 
(8.27) 
In these cases the set SVJE,) is also infinite if ~&i(fi,) > 0, which can be 
proved similarly. 
(a2) Let null,,(,,(cr,,B,)=null,(Z,Ccrl,a,l=l. Then %,(~,)%,(Bl)>O 
0 gi(c~) B,(Q) < 0. Setting 
7(z) = WBI) %(@2)- 9(%) B,(Q) w,(z) Z-81 
W,) %(a,)- B(a,) BI(%) w(z)’ 
WI(Z) =z-- (8.28) 
I 
we have, from (8.20), 
=%(@2) z--c11 %(az) tl(z)=W1(Z)-l -=- -----ES(~lT PI), 
B,(a,) z-81 B,(a,) 
CM2 -z) %a21 &(a,) 
72(z)=(P2-P1)(Z-~I)~*l~P1)+(B?-Z)~I(~2)~~(P2)E(R). 
Since gzn,,(/?,) 3 0, g,(a,) By < 0, the function 
belongs to the class (R). So z~(z)ES+(CI~, /12) and T(Z)E SI/,(E,). 
Now we are going to prove that the set VJE,) is infinite, if &i(/?,)>O. 
As it follows from item (a,) and (8.25)(8.27), it is sufficient to suppose 
that the following inequalities hold: 
%(m2) S(82) co, B,(@.,) Bl(82) < 03 (8.29) 
92(@,) 92(P,) < 0, B2(&1) B2(Bl) < 0. (8.30) 
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Then gl(az) B,(cc,))’ < g1(/12) Bi(&-l< 0. We choose the constant C 
satisfying the inequalities, 
3(Q) h(W’d C6%(82) NW <o 
and put 
zl(z)=co~‘(z)= C(Z-a,)(z-B,)~‘ES(cc,, /II). 
Then from (8.22) we have 
It follows from (8.29)(8.31) that rz(x)>O, VXE (a,, &)., i.e., 
Z*(Z)E S(ol,, p2). So, it remains to note that the function r(z) defined by 
(8.21) belongs to SVJE,). 
(b) Let us consider the case S&(fir)=O. Note first of all that the 
value cp(zO) of each function cp(z)~S(~~, b ) in the fixed point ,Z~E @+ is 
contained in the angle 
0 < arg cp(zO) d rr - arg oj(z0) = rc - arg zO - bj 
zo-ctjxi’ 
(8.32) 
Therefore, if z(z)ESVJE,) then the values zj(zo) satisfy the inequalities 
(8.32). Hence w,(z,) E L,(z,), where the mapping 
zj(z) + w,(z) 
is the superposition of the mappings (8.18), (8.21), and the circular lune 
Lj(zo) is the image of the angle (8.32) under the mapping (8.33). 
Consequently, the values w(zo) of all the functions w(z) from the formula 
(8.18) are contained in L,(z,) A L,(z,) if z(z) E SI/,(E,), i.e., 
w(zo) = Wl(ZO) = w&o) E b(zo) f-3 z&o). (8.34) 
Note also that dL,(z,)= U(z,)n Uj(zo) (j= 1,2), where aLi is the 
boundary of the lune Lj(zo), the circle Uj(zo) is the image of the line 
{zj(zO) : wj(zO) zj(zO) E R> under the mapping (8.33) and the principal 
circle T(z,) is the image of the line {t : t E R} under each of the mappings 
(8.33’). 
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Further, if Bz,(fil) = 0 then r(z) defined by (8.28) is a solution belonging 
to SVJE,). To prove its uniqueness it is sufficient o prove that L,(z,) and 
L2(z0) have only one intersection point for all z0 E G, where G is compact 
set in C + . 
At first we shall show that the canonical solutions are absent, i.e., 7(z) = 
const #SV,(E,). To prove this assertion we note that inequalities (8.29) 
and (8.30) take place if Dz,(fi,) =O. Indeed, by Lemma 6, M,(z) = 
&(z) D,(z)-’ maps the closed interval [a,, /3,] onto R. At the same time 
as it follows from (8.11) the maping h,(z) = M,(z) oJz): [ccl, fll] --+ R is 
not surjective, since D,(B,) > 0 (j= 1,2). These two facts are possible only 
if the inequalities (8.30) take place. Similarly considering the mapping 
M,(z): [or,, Bz] -+ 68, we obtain the inequalities (8.29). 
Now substituting 7(z) = C in the formulas (8.20) and (8.22), and 
using the inequalities (8.29), (8.30) and the equality B1(aI) D,(B2)= 
B1(B2) D,(m2) (-D12UM = O), we obtain 
B,(G) (a2 -PI) c, - (a2 - a,) Dl(P2) w2)-1 
72(Z)=w*) (B2-Pl) c, -(P2-a,)DI(GI*)B,(~2)-‘<” 
if z,(z) = C, = (B(cc,) C- D(a,))(B(P1) C- D(/?,))-’ > 0. Thus 72(z)+ 
S(IX,, f12) if 7l(z)~ C, ES(CI~, fl,) and, consequently, 7(z)- C# SF’/,(&). 
It follows from this fact that the inclusions L,(z,)c L,(zO) and 
L2(z0) c L,(z,) (z,,E a=+) do not take place. Indeed, if, for example, 
L,(zO) c L,(z,) for some 7(z) E SV,(E,), then w(zO) = w,(,)(z,J E U(z,) for 
some 7(z) E SV,(E,). Hence 7(zo) E R and, consequently, t(z) EZ 7(zo) = 
const E SV,(E,). We obtain a contradiction. 
So it remains to show that T,(z,)nU,(z,) consists only of one point, 
i.e., the equation 
ImC7,(zo) ~&)I (8.35) 
=Im B2-z0 (~2-Pl)~l(~2)~~;1(~o)-(~2--l)~l(~2) =. 
[ a2-zo (82-Ijl)B1(B2)to;1(z0)-((P2-a1)01(82) 1 
obtained from (8.23), if 7,(zo) = tw;‘(z,) has the unique solution t = to. 
Equation (8.35) is equivalent to 
pt*+qt+r=o, (8.36) 
where 
P = B,(a*) B1(82) Zl, 
4 = -B1(a2) ~1uM(z1+ z,), 
r = Dl(a2) ol(P2) z2, 
(8.37) 
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If z,, belongs to Apollonious circle, 
Iz--*I2 (~*-~I)-’ (a2-b1)r1 = lz-B212 (82-cw (82-B1)r1, 
(8.39) 
then z1 =z2 in (8.38), q* =4pr, and Eq. (8.35) (o (8.36)) has the unique 
solution t = t, = D1(b2) B,(/?,)-‘. 
Necessity. Let D2,(j11) < 0. Then (see item (a,)) the inequalities (8.29) 
and (8.30) take place and it was proved above that the canonical solutions 
r(z) = const E SV’.JE,) are absent. Therefore the inclusions Lj(z,) c 
L,(z,) n L,(z,) (j= 1, 2) are not valid if Z~E @+ . It remains to prove that 
T,(zO) n U,(z,,) = fa for some Z,,E C, ; i.e., Eq. (8.35) has no real roots 
t E OX. In the case D2,(j11) < 0, this equation can be rewritten as Eq. (8.36), 
where p and I are defined by (8.37) and 
4 = 4bJ = - zl&(a2) 4W2) -z2WB2) 4(~2) 
-D (p ) (P*-a2)(81-%) l%-a*l* 
21 1 
(P2-a1)(82-B1) ’ 
Put K= [(a2 - a,)(a, - b1)(fi2 - al)-’ (B2 - pi))‘]“*. It is easy to see that 
~~=.q,=(a~-k~~)(l-k)-~ (8.40) 
satisfies Eq. (8.39). As it follows from (8.29) and (8.30), the inequalities 
Bl(a2) ~1(82) >O, B1(B2) Dl(a2) > 0 
BIta ~1032) + Bl(B2) 4(a2) > - (P2-a2) ~12(82) 
take place. Therefore, 
4x0) =4*(-d -4P(-%) 00) 
< 
[ 
z (B _a2)-(Bz-a2)(B1-al)(xo-P2)2 
1 2 
(fi2-a1W2-B1) 1 ~21(81)* = 0. 
Inequality d(z,) < 0 also holds if z0 = x0 + iE, where x0 is defined by 
(8.40) and E > 0 is small enough. So, Eq. (8.35) has no real solutions. 1 
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Remark 23. Since under the hypothesis of Theorem 17 the extensions 
A,, and A”,),-are disjoint Vj< m, then either g(A) = G$(A”,) n a(A”,) or 
G@(J2) n g(dO,) = g(A). Therefore without loss of generality the conditions 
g(A”Z)ng(AB,)=G@(?(A) (Vj<m) in Theorem 17 can be omitted. Indeed, if 
for example there exists m, <m such that 
9?(A,)n9(A,j,)=9(A) (VjGm,), 
LS(A”,) n 9(A,,) = 9(A) (Vj>ml), 
then conditions (8.19) remain the same for j < m, , while for j 2 m, + 1, the 
conditions (8.19) must be replaced by 
B(q) T(Z) -D(q) 
-TAZ) = - B(P,) T(z) _ D(@,) E S’(% fiji,. 
Remark 24. As it follows from the proof of Theorem 17 there exists 
z0 E C + such that: 
(a) Ll(zo) n L2(zo) Z Izr though hl(P1) < 0; 
(b) card(l,(z,) n LZ(zO)) > 1 though Ozl(B1) = 0; 
(c) the mappings 
~~i.?b%J 3 T(Z) -+ %) + 4%) E fi Lj(%) (8.41) 
,=I 
defined by the formula (8.18) are not surjective for all Z,,E @+ 
simultaneously. Denote by L,, . . ..(z.) the image of the set ST/,(E,) 
under the mapping (8.41). It is not difficult to prove that 
L 12...m(4 (C n,wd is a circular lune, having generally speaking 2” 
apexes, and to find these apexes. 
Remark 25. Conditions (8.17) do not depend on the choice of the 
W&resolvent matrix W,,(z). Moreover, if 
bvn,(z) = “‘-” (- 
-C(z) 
-B(z) d(z) > 
is another Z7f!-resolvent matrix it is not difficult to verify that Oj(flj,)= 
bj((pj,) for all j = (i,, jZ, . . . . j,) E Z; , r > 2. 
9. EXAMPLES OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR 
CERTAIN DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
1. Let A be a nonnegative minimal differential operator generated 
in H = L, [0, + cc ) by operation l[y] = - y” + q(x) y, q(x) = q(x) with a 
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deficiency numbers IZ f (A) = 1. Putting Z? = @, r, y = y’(O), TZ y = y’(O), 
we find the Weyl function M(L) = m,(n) = ~‘(0, J)/v(O, 2) where y(x, 2) E 
L,(O, + co), -y” + q(x) y = 2.y. 
In accordance with the results of Section 6 we obtain that the spectrum 
of the boundary value problem 
-Y” + q(x) y = AYZY, Y’(O) + t(A) Y(O) = 0, z(A) E (RI (9.1) 
contains exactly K negative eigenvalues if and only if r(A) + m,(O) E S-“. 
That is true if, for example, r(n) = P(1) Q ~ ‘(A) E (R) is a proper rational 
fraction, all zeros of 5!(n) are negative, and 
if m,(O) d 0; 
if m,(O) > 0. 
2. Suppose that in the previous example q(x) is a N-zonal quasi- 
periodic (not necessarily periodic), potential on the halfline [0, + co). As it 
is known (see [3,42,44]), in this case 
M(z) = m,(z) = i m/P(z), 
where 
R(z) = z(z - aI). . (z - GIN)(Z - PI). . (z - PN), 
P(z)=(z-a,)“‘(z-j31)‘-“‘...(Z-aN)yZ-~N)’-~~~ 
are the polynomials of degrees 2N + 1 and N, respectively. Here (aj, fij) are 
the gaps (prohibited zones) and either si = 0 or sj = 1 (1~ j d N). Suppose 
for definiteness that E, = e2 = . . = E,,,, = 1, sN, + , = . . . = sN = 0. 
According to Theorems 12 and 13 we have 
(a) If 0 < N, < N there exist only two extensions A,, A”2 E L,(ol,, Bj), 
Vj< N, and for N, = N (N, = 0) the following holds: 
A”h E L,4 Caj, bji,? Vj<NohbO (AGO). 
(b) If 0~ N, <N then for h 20 we have (0 <) 2h~ L,(cc,, /I,), 
Vj< N, and dim Ed,(a,, /I,) = 1, Vj> N, + 1. For h < 0 the following holds: 
dim Exh( - co, 0) = dim E,-,(aj, b,) = 1, VjiN,, 
Ah E L,(a,, Bj), Vj2NN, + 1. 
(c) The problem (9.1) with a spectral parameter in the boundary 
condition have in the gap (aj, 8,) exactly rcj eigenvalues if and only if 
~(l.)~S-~j(a~, pi), j<N,, and ~(~)ES+~J(CL,, pi) Vja N, + 1. 
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It is interesting to note that for N, <N there exist only two canonical 
resolvents of the class nj .Q”(E,, 8,) and an infinite set of the generalized 
resolvents of the same class. If, in addition, N, > 0, the canonical resolvents 
of the class njQ1(aj, /I,) are absent, and, as above, there exists an infinite 
set of the generalized resolvents of this class. 
3. Let A be a nonnegative operator, generated in L,(O, + co) by a 
quasidifferential operation 
bl = i: (-ljk (Pn-ktX) #k’)‘k’+Pn(Xb 
k=l 
(9.2) 
and the boundary conditions ~~“‘(0) = 0, (0 < k < 2n - 1). With deficiency 
numbers n f (A ) = n. Putting 2 = C”, 
r1 y = {y[“‘(O), . ..) yC2”- “(0)) = y, 
r2 y = {y’“-“(o), . . . . Y’(O), Y(O)} = G, 
and choosing in an, a basis gk(& z), for which g:“-“(0, z) = djk, we find 
the Weyl function (see [ 173) 
coinciding with the characteristic matrix (see [47, p. 278-J) of the Friedrichs 
extension a2 = JF. of the operator A. The Krein extension is generated (see 
Proposition 5) by condition j’ = M(0) J?, i.e., 5$Y(aK) = ker(Z, - M(0) Z,), 
if 9(JF)n g(AK)=g(A). It is easy to see that in this case the boundary- 
value problem Zi y + r(n) Z, y = 0 for the equation Z[y] = ;ly has K 
negative eigenvalues if and only if T(A) + M(0) E S-” (0, + co). 
4. Let Lo be a minimal operator, generated in L,( [0,6], H) by a 
differential operation Z[y] = -y” + Ay + q(t) y with an unbounded 
operator A = A * > Z, A E E(H). 
As it was shown by M. L. Gorbachuk (see [ll]), VIE g(L,*) the bound- 
ary values y(a) and y(b) exist in the space HP,,, and SBV for operator L,* 
takes the form: J? = HO H, r, y= {yb, yb}, T2y= {y,, -yb}, where 
y; = A1’4[y’(0) + A”2y(0)], y, = Ap1’4y(0), 
- 1’4~(4; y(O), y(b) E H- 1,4. 
y; = A”4[y’(b) - A”2y(b)], 
Y,=A In the case q(r) = 0, we have the 
following representation (see [ 111) for y( t, z) E %Rn;: 
Y(f> z) = %(h z) fi + w,(t, z)f2 (fi,fi~W 
o,(t, z) = A ‘I4 exp( - f JXY), 
w,(t, z) = 
shtJA-z 3 
JA-Z 
A I4 exp( - b a). (9.3) 
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Therefore, the Weyl function M(z) takes the form 
M(z) = Q’(z) sz-l(z), (9.4) 
in which Q(z) = Z2(a1(t, z), ~*(t, z)), Q’(z) = Z,(o,(t, z), o,(t, z)). 
Let lr, 1, be the extensions of the operator L, generated by the bound- 
ary conditions Y’ = Sj Y (j= 1, 2), where Sj is a strongly ~I’/~-bounded 
operator in X, a =A@A, Y= {y(O), -y(b)}, Y’= {y’(O), y’(b)}. Then 
Ij&, Bj=a1/4(a1/2+Sj)A^1’4. 
PROPOSITION 19. The extensions LB, and LB, are G,,-resolvent com- 
parable in L2( [0, b], H) if (S, -S,) k1’2 E G,, and k’ E Gip2, where 
COROLLARY 11. Zf sJ and 3: are the strongly a’12-bounded operators in 
% (j= 1, 2), then the extensions ,?, and E2 are G,,-resolvent comparable if 
either A^ - ‘I*( S, - S,) a - I’* E 6, or 
a - l’2(S1 - S,) R ~ 1’2 E 6 PI ’ Al-“%GP,, (p;l+p;‘=pP’<l). 
Proposition 19 and Corollary 11 in the case of selfadjoint extensions are 
proved in [ 121 and in the general case in [ 171. 
5. Let L,, be a minimal operator generated in L,( [0, n] x R) by the 
Laplace expression 
zCYl(t,x)= -Ay= -(-g+$) y; 
2, (j= 1, 2) are th e extensions of L, generated by the boundary conditions 
[ 
aY z - ~,u(X) Y lr [ ay = 0, 1=0 = &-ajn(x)Y IP *=?I (9.5) 
where ojo(x), aj,(x) E L,(R) (j= 1,2). 
(a) Writing the operator L,* in the form L,*y = -y” + Ay - y with 
A = -d2/dx2 + I> Z in L2(R) we obtain, by (9.3) and (9.4) the following 
expression for the Weyl function: 
shzJA-Z-I. 
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(b) Operator L, is semibounded with the lower bound m(L,,) = 1; 
the Weyl function M(2) corresponds to the Friedrichs extension L,- and is 
holomorphic on the half-line ( -a, 1). The Friedrichs extension z,- is 
generated by the Dirichlet problem ~(0, X) = ~(n, X) = 0. The Krein 
extension EK has the zero lower bound (m(E,) =0) and is generated 
(see Proposition 5) by the condition 
y,= A(th An))’ 
( 
A(shArc)’ 
A(sh AX)- r A(th Arc)’ > 
Y 
in which A is the Calderon operator, i.e., a pseudodifferential operator 
(pdo) in L2(R) with the symbol 151, Y= ($), Y’= (12). 
(c) The least extension 2, preserving the lower bound (it will be 
called a von Neumann extension) is generated, in accordance with Proposi- 
tion 8, by the boundary condition r, y = M( 1) f, y. It is easy to check that 
Magi, but M(l)$[&‘]. Indeed M(l)=f(A), where the matrix- 
function 
i. 
J+ ,:‘c(-2 Jl= 
fbL)= 
thnm - shrc,,&-? 
Ji= 
shn@ 
A- @ 
th rr @ 1 
is defined for 1 d ,U < a3 and is unbounded if ,B -+ 1 (sh ire = i sin n). There- 
fore the extensions JF and d, are not transversals (but are disjoint). 
Considering the operator L, - I instead of L,, we get the example of an 
operator for which the Friedrichs extension E, - I and the Krein extension 
(LFZ), = L, - I are not transversals. 
(d) The negative part of the spectrum of the operator L”,, consists of 
n E Z + points if and only if the operator 
a-‘/4(B-M(O))A-‘,‘4=~,+ A(th Arc)’ ,4(sh An))’ 
A(sh Arc-’ A(th Arc-.’ > ’ 
c, = alo 0 
0 a,,(x) > 
has the same property. 
(e) The negative part of the spectrum of the boundary value problem 
with spectral parameter in the boundary condition 
( 
aY(x, t) --g- + r,(x, 1”) Y(X, t) )I ( 
ah 4 
= yy-- + T*k 2) Yk t) 
)I 
=o 
r=0 ,=?I 
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in which zl(x, I), r2(x, I) E (R)& consists of exactly K points if and only if 
( 
~I(4 2) 0 
0 72(x, 1) I( 
+ /i(th kc-’ /i(sh /1rc)’ 
/t(sh /IX)-’ /l(th /I+’ ) 
E SsK. 
(f) We show that M(A) 2 -cc if 2 + - cc, i.e., uniformly converges 
to - CD. According to (9.6) it is sufficient o show that the matrix-function 
(9.7) 
converges to - cc uniformly relative to p E o(A) = [ 1, + co) if 1 + - co. 
Putting in (8.7) 1= -t, t > 2, we note that the assertion follows from the 
inequalities 
< 
p+t-1 
shxda 
d3(p+t-l)exp(-nJjZCi) 
<exp(-rr2-1J+t--l)<exp(-n2-‘,:ri). 
Thus by Theorem 3 the semiboundness of the operator B is equivalent to 
semiboundness of the extension A,, VBE C(S), though [ 1, + cc) c &(L,). 
(g) The operators I?,, and z,, are resolvent comparable, i.e., 
R,(Z,,) - R,(L,,) E 6, if C,(x) - Z,(x) E L,(R), since 
A-1’2 p-C,l a-1’2EG2. 
6. We consider a minimal operator associated with the differential 
expression in L2( [0, + co), H): 
l[y] = -y” + (A -I) y, A=A*>z, AEE(H), 
580/95/l-6 
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An SBV {X, r,, r,} for the operator LX (see [ 111) can be chosen 
in the form 2 = H, r, y = A “4(y’(O) + A”“y(O)), Tzy = A ““y(0). The 
deficiency subspace %, consists of the vector-functions exp( - t 4% 2) A ’ 4,J; 
f~ H, and the Weyl function M(z), as it is easy to see, has a form 
M@) y (A’:* - (A -z - 4’:2) A”*, (9.8) 
The Friedrichs extension E-f is associated, as usual, with the Dirichlet 
problem y(O)=0 and the Krein extension zK is associated with the 
boundary condition 
y’(0) = - (A - Z)‘/* y(0) (9.9) 
which follows from the relation g(L,) = ker(r, - M(0) r,). 
The operators 2, and z, are transversals ince 
&f(O)=A’+p- (A -z)‘/*)=A’/*(A’/*+ (A -q’/*)-‘E [&?I. 
Furthermore, since M(O))’ E [X], the extensions 2, and ,?, are also 
transversals (see Proposition 5). 
PROPOSITION 20. Suppose that SE&(~), an extension L,Y= zf 1 L, is 
associated with the boundary condition y’(0) = Sy(O), and t(1) E (8),. Then 
the following holds: 
(1) dimE+co,O) = K o dim,?&--co,O) = IC, where C = 
s+ (A -z)“*; 
(2) the boundary value problem with a spectral parameter in the 
condition 
Y’(O) + 4) Y(O) = 0, z(A) E (RI, (9.10) 
has exactly K negative eigenvalues if and only if $2) - (A - Z)‘12 ESG~. 
ProoJ The condition (8.10) may be written in the form r, y = 
S(A) r2 y, where S(n) = A’14(r(A) - A1j2) A’14. Since A’/2[A”2 - (A -Z)‘/‘] 
= M(O), we have 
S(A) + M(0) = A”4[t(i) - (A -Z)“‘] A”4. (9.11) 
Now the proof follows from Theorems 5 and 9 and relation (9.11). 
7. Let L, be a minimal operator generated in L,(lR+ x R) by the 
Laplace expression 
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and let zj be an extension of L, associated with the boundary condition 
[ 
aY(4 4 
p-aj(x) Ytt, x) at II 
=o b,(x) EL,(R), j= 1, 21, 
1=0 
(here ai may be a complex-valued function). Then the following holds: 
(a) The Weyl function has the form (9.8) in which A = -d*/dx* + I 
is a selfadjoint operator in Y? = L,(R). 
(b) The Friedrichs extension 2, is associated with the Dirichlet 
problem y(x, 0) = 0 and the Krein extension t, is generated by the 
condition 
in which A is the Calderon operator. 
(cl The extensions 2, and 2, are transversals (-M(O) E [Xl). 
(d) The relation M(x) 3 - co for x + - co follows from the equality 
(see (9.8 )I 
ayk 4 ~ + Ay(t, x) at II =o l=O 
(M(x)f.f)=Jil s~‘*[s”*- (s-x- l)“‘] d(E,f,f) 
and a simple inequality 
~Ls1/2[s1/2 -((s+t-l)“*]~=S1’*(t-l)[S1’*+(S+t-l)l’*]~’~t-l 
in which t = -x > 1. 
(e) dimEL,(-co,O)=nodimE,l(-co,O)=n, where 
c, = Cl(X) + n E cqL*( R)). 
(f) The boundary value problem with a spectral parameter in the 
boundary condition, 
[ 
ayk 4 
at+ 4x7 A) Y(G x) II = 0, 44 A) E(W,, t=0 
has exactly n negative eigenvalues if and only if 
a(x, A) - n E sg (Jf = L*(~)). 
(g) If (T~(x)-G~(x) E L,(R) then the extension 2, and E, are resol- 
vent comparable. 
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10. THE MOMENT PROBLEMS WITH GAPS 
1. Let us consider the scalar Hamburger moment problem 
% 
Sk = tk dF( t) (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..) (10.1) 
K 
and suppose that the indeterminate case take place. In this case, using the 
Nevanlinna matrix, we obtain the criterion of the existence of solutions 
F(t) of the moment problem whose supports in G,= U,“= 1 (c.c~, /I,) 
(m d 03) are empty and also describe all the solutions of the class V(E,; K). 
Here E, = R\G,, K= (K~, . . . . ti,)~Zm+, and F(t) belongs to the class 
I/(E,; K), if it has exactly K,E Z + points of increase in the interval (ai, fi,) 
(1 dj6m); V(E,) := V(E,;O). 
We note that the problem of description of all the solutions of the 
(generally speaking multidimensional) moment problem whose supports in 
some sets are empty has been posed by V. S. Vladimirov (see, for example, 
C661). 
It is well know that the solvability of the Hamburger moment problem 
(10.1) is equivalent to the positivity of the sequence {~~}km_~, i.e. to the 
positivity of all the quadratic forms 
c Sj+k4jtk CnEz+, tjE@). (10.2) 
O<j,k<n 
Let C[t] be the polynomial ring over the field @. Following [33], we 
define a bilinear form t(f, g) for f = C, Ak tk, g = cj pjtie C[ t] by 
t(f, g)= 1 Sj+kikp,. 
i,k>O 
(10.3) 
By virtue of (10.2) t(f, f) 3 0. Therefore, considering H, = C[t]/ker t 
(where ker t is the kernel of the form (10.3)) and completing it, we obtain 
the Hilbert space H. 
The following assertion is well known. We give the proof for the sake of 
completeness. 
PROPOSITION 21 [52]. Let G= (CI, fi), E= R\(a, B). Then V(E)- 
V(E; 0) # @ fund only if the two following sequences 
lsk}? and (Sk*)~={Sk+~-(~+P)Sk+l+aB~k}o" (10.4) 
are positive. 
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Proof: As in [33] we define a Hermitian operator A, acting in H as 
A,: 1 &tk-+x &tk+l. 
k k 
(10.5) 
Let the operator A = A, be its closure. Since the operator A is j-real (i.e., 
Aj = jA) (j is an operation of complex conjugation), n+(A) = n_(A) > 0. It 
is well known (see [2, 3, 333) that n,(A) < 1 and n,(A) = 1 if and only if 
the moment problem (10.1) is indeterminate. Further if f? = { 1 }, then any 
solution F(t) of the moment problem (10.1) is the f?-spectral function of 
operator A; i.e:, 
F(t) = (E(t) Q, Q 1, 
where E(t) is the spectral function of some selfadjoint extension 
2 = A”* 1 A. The converse is also true. 
Therefore V(E) # 0 if and only if there exists an extension A = A”* =) A 
preserving the gap (tl, /I). As it follows from the Calkin’s theorem, this fact 
always takes place if A has a gap (a, fl), i.e., II(A -(cc+ /?)/2)fll > 
22’(p-CY) llfli, VfeGS(A). It follows from (10.5) that for f = 
Ck ik tk E C [ t] the last inequality is equivalent to 
This inequality means that the sequence {st}; is positive. 
The case n + (A) = 1 is equivalent (see [2, 31) to convergence of the series 
2 (p,(z)12<oo, kzlI’(z)12-- 
k=O 
for all z E C, where Pk(z) and ZZk(z) are orthogonal polynomials of the first 
and second kinds, respectively (recall that Pk(z) are orthogonal with 
respect o the scalar product (10.3)). As in [2], we put 
A(z) = (Z-U) f 2dz) 4ta), 
k=O 
c(z) = 1 + (z - a) f =&k(z) P,(a), 
k=O 
B(z) = - 1 + (z-a) f P&) 4(a), 
k=O 
D(z) = (z-a) f Pk(z) P,(a). 
k=O 
(10.6) 
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The moment problem on the set E, = R\(cr, ,Y) is called indeterminate 
(or the indeterminate case for the moment problem on the set 
E, = R\(c(, p) takes place) if the set V(E,) is infinite. 
THEOREM 18. Let for the Hamburger moment problem (10.1) the indeter- 
minate case takes place (i.e., C,“=, IP,(z)12 < so). Then the solution of this 
problem with support in E, = R\(a, b’) exists (i.e., V(E,) # @) ij”and only ij 
the two conditions 
(a) either null,(,,(cr, p) = 0 or nullD(r)(~, fl) = null,~.,,[a, /3] = 1; 
(10.7) 
(b) Dl(P) = (B- @)CWB) D(a)- B(u) W)13 0 
are satisfied. 
Further, the moment problem on E, is indeterminate if and only ift in 
addition to conditions (a) and (b), Dl(/3) > 0. In this case all the solutions 
F(t) belonging to the class V(E, ; K), K E H, are described by the Nevanlinna 
formula 
w(z)= 
m dF(t) A(z) 4.z) - C(z) -= - 
-m t-z B(z) t(z) - D(z)’ 
(10.8) 
where 
[B(x) +I - D(~)ICB(B) z(z) - D(D)1 -’ E S+Yu, B). (10.9) 
Proof: Let A = 6, be a Hermitian operator, where A is defined by 
(10.5). Put !2 = {(IZ. II } c H. It is easy to see that p(A, 2) = C, i.e., A is an 
Q-entire Hermitian operator and any function f(z) belonging to Hilbert 
space H may be expanded into a series of the orthogonal polynomials. 
Let p(z) and Z?(z) be the same operator-valued functions as in Section 7; 
i.e., p(z) is the skew projection onto I! parallel to ‘%U2 and Z?(z) = 
P,(A-z)-’ (Z-~(Z)). 
We define a SBV for A* by setting 
Ye= 2, f,f = -PJf -2(a)@*-a)f), r,f =B(a)(A*-a)f 
(compare with Proposition 14). Now we are going to prove that the 
Z7!&resolvent matrix W,(z) coincides with the Nevanlinna matrix 
(I A(=) B(z) -$$‘), where A(z), B(z), C(z), and D(z) are defined by formulas 
(10.6). It is easy to see that g(&,) f = f(A,) for any A0 EC because 
the function f(z) E H being an entire function can be represented as 
f(z)=(f(z)-f(&))+f(&) and g(z)=f(z)-f(io)Erm,,(og(n,)=O). 
The defect subspace 92, is generated by one element h,(z) = h(l, z) = 
C,“=, Pk(2) Pk(z) recall that h(%, z) is called a reproducing kernel. 
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Moreover (recall that P*(z) E [.Q, H], 
P*(l)11 = f Pk(A) Pk(Z) (E h(A, z)) 
k=O 
because for all f(z) = C akPk(z) E H (C jakl* < a), 
(~*(x)Q,f)H=(Q,~(~)f)= (Q,f(X))=f(X)=x akPk(A) 
@(k zh f)H = (f Pk(A) Pk(Z), i: ukpk(z)) = c akPk(A). 
0 0 
Similarly, 
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(10.10) 
2*(x)! = f -%,(A) Pk(Z), (A!*(z)E [!i?, H] ‘i’z~C+). (10.11) 
k=l 
Indeed, if f(z) = c akPk(z) E H (c l&l* < Oo), then 
(2*(4Q,f)H= (Q,2(Qf),= (Q, (A-W’ (I-~‘(~))./-), 
=(Q, cf(zkfm)(z--X)rlLf 
=-f ak(Q, (pk(~)-pk(~))(z-x)~‘), 
0 
= f ‘i,i&(~)= c e!~? 
k=l 
( ktn) Pk(Z), 1 akP,(z)) 
H 
= 
(1 2k(A) Pk(Z), f) . 
H 
2?(A) J!*(a 
It follows from (10.11) that 
) = (L?(n) 2*(u) 1, a), = @*(a) Q, -f?*(A) Q)H 
= f 2k(a) Pk(Z), 2k(X) Pk(Z))H= f. 2k(u) =!+kcn). 
k=l k=l 
Similarly, from (10.10) and (10.11) we obtain 
p(l) %*(a) = f Pk(A) sk(a), 
k=l 
g(n) g*(u) = c Pk(A) Pk(u). 
k=l 
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Thus the IiY-resolvent matrix W,,,(z) coincides with the Nevanlinna 
matrix and it remains to apply Theorem 12 and Lemma 7. 
COROLLARY 12. Suppose that the indeterminate case of the moment 
problem on E, = R\ (c(, p) takes place. Then the Cauchy-Stieltjes transforma- 
tion (10.8) maps the set V(E,) = V(E,, 0) of .functions F(t) onto the lune 
L(z)=K(z)nK,(z) (z is fixed), where K(z) and K,(z) are the Weyjl discs 
bounded by the circles U(z) and U,z), respectively: 
1 A,(z)t-C,(z) 
w(z)= -(Z-~)(Z-j?)~B,(z)t-D,(z)ET(z)~ 
tO;‘(Z)E R, 
(10.12) 
1 AI(z C,(z) 
w(z)= -(Z~~)(z-~)~~~(z)l-~,(z)~u~(z)~ tER. 
Here w,(z)=(z-b)(z-~1))’ and 
The apexes of the lune L(z) are situated in the points 
w (z) = -A(z) D(P) - C(z) B(B) 
1 
B(z) D(B) - D(z) B(B)’ 
w (z) = _ A(z) D(a) - C(z) B(a) 
2 B(z) D(a) - D(z) B(U)’ 
Further, if z tends to x E (~1, /I) then the lune L(z) tends to the closed 
interval [w,(x), w2(x)] and its length is equal to 
1 
[ 
C,(x) A,(x) 
d(x)=(x-a)(X-pp) m-B,(x) 1 
Proof Since F(t)E V(E,), it follows from (10.9) that rl(z)= 
[B(a) T(Z) - D(a)][B(j?) T(Z) -D(B)]-’ E s(cr, /?). Therefore, q,(z) = 
s,(z) wl(z) E s-O(cr, 8) and 
dz) = CD(B) cpl(z) - a,(z) D(~)lCW) cp,(z) - WI(Z) B(a)1 -’ E (RI 
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because D,(p) > 0. Substituting this expression for r(z) into the right side 
of (10.8), we obtain 
1 Al(Z) rp1(z)- C,(z) 
o(z)= -(Z-C()(Z-~)‘B,(z)cpl(z)-Dl(z)’ cpl(Z) E S-O(c% PI. 
(10.14) 
Now (10.12) follows from (10.14). It is not difficult to verify other asser- 
tions. 1 
Remark 26. Other criteria of a solvability and indeterminacy of the 
moment problem on E, = R\(cr, B) were obtained in [52] (see also [2]). 
Remark 27. In the case (a, /I) = (-cc, 0), E, = R,, the assertions of 
Theorem 18 complement the well-known KreinStieltjes results on the 
Stieltjes moment problem (see [35,65]). 
Indeed, if M(z) and M-‘(z) are Weyl functions corresponding to the 
extensions d, = A” _ o. = A”, and aa= Ao=A”,, respectively then (see 
Proposition 4) D(E) = 0 (o M(U) = -co) and B(b) = 0 (o M(B) = 0). 
Therefore condition (10.9) takes the form 
coinciding for IC = 0 with the well-known Krein-Stieltjes description of all 
the solutions of the Stieltjes moment problem. 
Remark 28. We can also obtain the proof of the coincidence of 
the A%!-resolvent matrix W,,(z) with Nevanlinna matrix considering the 
operator corresponding in the standard basis {ek}F of Z2(0, co) to the 
Jacobi matrix associated with a moment problem (10.1). In this case 
%A = {CP=, Pk(l) ek} E b(O, a), 52 = {eo), p*(Q e. = C,Pzo Pk(A) ek, 
L?*(A) e,= f &(A) ek. 
k=l 
Both of the approaches are connected via Fourier transform. 
Note also that the needed formula for the resolvent matrix also can be 
deduced from Theorem 13 (see Section 7) if we calculate explicitly the 
characteristic function W,(z) of the operator T, obtained from the Jacobi 
matrix by removal of the first column. 
2. Let B(z) and D(z) be the functions of the form (10.6). We define 
the functions B,(z) and D,(z) (Jo Zl, r < m) with the help of the formulas 
(8.9) (8.10). 
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THEOREM 19. Suppose that the moment problem (10.1) is indeterminate 
on each set R\(cc,, pi), 1 <,j 6 m. Then the moment problem on 
E, = iw\lJ~=, (a,, b,) is solvable (i.e., V(E,n) = V(E,; 0) #a) if and only if’ 
the following inequalities hold: 
Dj(P,,)>" vj=(jlTjz, ...,jrlEzI’, (m>j,>j*> ... >j,a I), r 3 2. 
(10.15) 
Further, the moment problem on E, is indeterminate (i.e., the set V(E,) is 
infinite) if and only tf all the inequalities (10.15) are strict, otherwise the 
moment problem on E, is determinate (i.e., V(E,) consist of one element). 
In the first case the Nevanlinna formula (10.8) establishes a bijective 
correspondence between F(t) E V( E,; K) and z(z) E (w) such that 
‘,,tz)= CBtaj) z(z)-D(aj)lCB(Bj) T(z)-DD(B,)l-’ E 3+hi(clj, /3,). 
(10.16) 
In particular, the solutions F(t) of the class V(E,) are described by the same 
formula (10.8), where ri(z) E $ol,, B,). 
The proof immediately follows from Theorems 17 and 18, but we shall 
give an independent proof. 
As it easily follows (see [58]) from M. Riesz theorem [2, Chap. 21, the 
solvability (the indeterminacy) of the moment problem on E, is equivalent 
to the solvability (the indeterminacy) of the 2” Hamburger moment 
problems, 
‘k 
(I) = $. ,2. . . . . I,) = 
s 
ic tk dF(t), (10.17) 
-0c 
where 
Sp’-“‘)=t tk fi (t-ajp)(t-/$)’ ll ( p=l > 
=$,+I,+ ; (-l)P~p(C(,,...,C(,,B1,...,Pr)Sk+Zr~p, 
p=l 
(10.16) 
a,(@1 3..., a,, B, 3 . . . . 8,) are the elementary symmetric functions from 
Ml, . . . . m,, P, 7 ..‘, P,. 
Now we obtain a solvability criterion for each of the moment problems 
(10.17) and (10.18) in terms of functions (10.6). To use Theorem 18 we 
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need a connection between the resolvent matrices of the moment problems 
(10.1) and (10.19) 
Sk* = s ‘ , tk S(t), (10.19) --oo 
where sf = s k+Z-(C1+b)sk+,+CIbSk. 
Let K(z) and K*(z) (z E C + ) be the Weyl discs of the problem (10.1) and 
(10.19) respectively. If E,=R\(cr,b) and F(t)e V(E,) then F(t)= 
fLm (U - c()(u - fl) G’(u) will be a solution of the moment problem (10.16), 
i.e., 
w*(z) = j O” (t-a)(t-m &7(t)EK*(z) ZE@+. 
-‘x t-z 
Consequently, 
L*(zb4z)=J~m ~=(z-~;(z-~) [w*(z) - s1- tz - a - P) %I, 
(10.20) 
where the disc L*(z) is the image of the Weyl disc K*(z) under the linear 
mapping (10.20) (z is fixed). Hence L(z) c K(z) n L*(z) (recall, that L(z) = 
K(z) n K,(z)). As it was shown in [2, Chap. 3; 581, the opposite inclusion 
is also true, i.e., 
L(z) = K(z) n L*(z). 
Therefore, L*(z)=K,(z), where the boundary aK,(z)=T,(z) of the disc 
K,(z) is defined by Eq. (10.12). So from (10.12) and (10.20), we obtain the 
expression for the Weyl disc K*(z), 
AI(z C,(z) 
K*(z) 3 w*(z) = IL(z) - B,(z) t _ D,(z)z tE@+, 
where $(z)=s,+(z-c(-b)sO. 
Thus we obtain the representation for the resolvent matrix W,(z) corre- 
sponding to the moment problem (10.19), 
W,(z) = A,(z) - W) B,(z) -C,(z) + $(z) D,(z) -B,(z) (10.21) 
where A,(z), B,(z), C,(z), D,(z) are defined by (10.13). In particular, 
Ml(z) = B,(z) D,(z))’ is the Weyl function corresponding to the problem 
(10.16). 
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To obtain the similar formula for the resolvent 
(10.17) (10.18), we define functions A,(z), C,(z) 
j<m, 
matrix of the problem 
by setting for ,j~ Z+ . 
and, further, for j = (j, , jz, . . . . j,) = (j’, j,) E Z: , m B j, > j, > > j, 3 1, 
A,,(z) 
Aj(z)= (’ - OLJ ~,.(jj~~) 
CjdZ) C, cz) = cz _ pi,) Aj’(z) ‘Jz) 
oi,(pj,) ’ Bj,(Or,,) Dj’(aj,) 
IfJ=(j, j,)EZ’,+‘, r + 1 d m and Dj(p,,+,) > 0, then 
~j(z)Aj(Z)-B,(Z)Cj(Z)=(B,,+,-~j,i~)~j(B~,+,)>O 
and there exists the resolvent matrix, corresponding to the problem (10.17), 
(10.18), which admits the representation similar to (10.28), 
W,(z) = Aj(Z)-$.,(Z)Bj(z) -C,(z)+$j(z)D,(Z) 
-B/(Z) > D,(z) ’
where 
tijcz) = sC,n. /,-I) + tz _ &,,- p,,) St13 . . . . h-l). 
In particular, Mj(z) = B,(z) D,(z)) i is the Weyl function corresponding to 
the problem (10.17), (10.18). Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 18, the 
moment problem (10.17), (10.18) is indeterminate if and only if the two 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) either null D,,(x)(OLj,3 P.i,) = O or nUll,,.(xJ~j,y D,,) 
= null,,~Jq,, bj,l = 1, j= (j’, jr); 
(b) oj(bj,i,)=B,(aj,)>O. 
(10.22) 
(10.23) 
Since by the hypothesis of the theorem the moment problem (10.1) is 
indeterminate on each set R\(oc,, /Ii) (1 d j<m), the conditions (10.22) 
and (10.23) are satisfied for jE H + (1 <j< m) (here Dj.(x) E D(x) by 
virtue of Theorem 18. Hence by virtue of Lemma 7 the conditions (10.22) 
are satisfied for all j=(j’,j,)EZ’, such that m>j,>jz> . . . >j,>l, 
2drGm. 
Thus if the conditions (10.23) are satisfied then the moment problem on 
E,,, is solvable and indeterminate. The description of all the solutions of the 
class V( E, ; K) follows now from Theorem 15. 
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If Dj(Bj,)=O for some j= (j’,j,)~Z:;, r>2, then by virtue of 
Theorem 18 the corresponding Hamburger moment problem (10.17) 
(10.18) is determinate, because by virtue of Lemma 7 the conditions (10.22) 
are satisfied if r > 2. Consequently, the moment problem ( 10.1) on E, is 
also determinate. 1 
Remark 29. Another solvability criterion and another discription of the 
solutions of the class V(E,) = V(E,; 0) were obtained in [SS]. 
Remark 30. It is not difficult to obtain the expressions for the apexes of 
the circular lune L ,2...m(~) using the functions Ai( B,(z), C,(z), D,(z). If, 
for example, m = 2, then 
1 C,(z) .- 
(l) w21(z)= -(z-a2)(z-p2) D2(z) if D,(a,) Bl(a2) Z 0, 
w,,(z)= - 
C,,(z) 
42(z) D,,(z) 
if Dl(a2) Bl(a2) < 0, 
where d,(z)=(z-a,)(~--~~)(z-cc~)(z-~~). 
1 A,(z) 
(2) w22(z)= -(z-a2)(z-j*)‘BZ(Z) if DL(B2) B1(B2) 2 0, 
w22(z) = - 
A 12(z) 
42(z) B,,(z) 
if 01(82) Bl(B2) < 0. 
1 C,(z) .- 
(3) w”(z)=(z-aG1l)(z-/?,) D,(z) 
if D2(aI)B2(aI)20, 
C21b) 
w12(z) = -A*(z) o21(z) 
if D,(a,) B,(a,) CO. 
(4) 
1 AI(Z) .- 
w11(z)= (z - al)(z - PI) B,(z) if ~2VA B2(BJ > 0, 
A,,(z) 
wll(z) = - A2(z) B,,(z) if D2(P1 1 B2(B1 I< 0. 
If D2(al) = 0 then two apexes coincide and so on. 
APPENDIX: BASIC NOTATIONS 
H, SF are separable Hilbert spaces 
[H,, H,] is the set of bounded linear operators from H, to H, 
S,(H) is the J. von Neumann-R. Schatten ideal in [H] 
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G,(H) is the class of all compact operators in H 
K(H) is the set of closed linear operators L with domain Sk?(L) dense 
in H 
&(H) is the set of closed linear relations (clr) in H 
A E cT( H) is a closed Hermitian operator in H, h%1331, = (A - z) 9(A ), 
9l2; = ‘iJll*$ = ker(A * - z), 
n,(A) = dim 6JI+i are the defect numbers 
dim E is the dimension of the linear space E 
p(d), a(A), a,(A), o,.(A), and ..(a) are the resolvent set, the 
spectrum, the point spectrum, the continuous spectrum, and the residual 
spectrum of an extension 2 ( 3 A), respectively 
RZ = P(A” -z))’ r, is the generalized resolvent of A (C A” = A”*) 
T 1, is a restriction of an operator T on space E 
Es(l) is the spectral measure of operator 2 = A”* 
@ is the set of complex numbers 
@ + (C _ ) is open upper (lower) half plane 
52 is the set of real numbers 
R, (K) is positive (negative) half line 
Z (Z + ) is the set of integers (nonnegative integers) 
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